
Appendices

The following list presents the research material collected and analysed in the present study. Tokens

for each of the eight verbs are presented separately, further they have been divided according to the 

corpus they originate in, and within this division also according to the particular form (the present 

perfective, the past perfective, the infinitive or past participle). Each token has been marked with an

identification code in accordance with the corpus conventions: for the BNC it is the ID code, for the

UkWaC it is the URL, and for COCA the genre specification code. Also in case of the BNC the last 

column contains abbreviated marking of the genre category that the token comes from. Usually only

a sentence was included into the database unless the context proved to be significant for the 

interpretation. In case of spoken language where no sentence units are marked coherent part of a 

text – from the point of information structure – was used.

APPEAR

UkWaC –  present perfect

http://linux.open.ac.uk/issue75/zhao
way.htm

The above code means that, when "header" is appeared in 
the input file, and some conditions are satisfied, then we will
replace it with a big bunch of HTML codes.

http://bushmouth.doc.stu.mmu.ac.uk/
help/nec_sx6/g1af08e/chap10.html

87 Directive line is appeared inappropriately Cause: 
Compiler directive line appears in an illegal location. 

http://bushmouth.doc.stu.mmu.ac.uk/
help/nec_sx8/g1af07e/chap5.html

In the subscription of the array reference, each index of 
loops is appeared with the same form and the same order.

ARISE

COCA – present perfect

Each party has been given two hours of free air time by the state channel. campaign 
song sung in Russian '' Russian is arisen, '' goes the theme song of Russia's Choice as 
the party's slogan of freedom, ownership, and law appears on the screen.

SPOK
PBS_New
shour

ARRIVE

BNC – present perfect

CRF For example, a study of women of Pakistani origin living in Bradford shows 
that the kin group provides a key structure for the guidance and emotional 

W_ac_soc
_science
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support of women who are newly arrived from Pakistan (Saifullah Khan, 
1977).

H88 Most children come to school speaking little or no English; many are recently
arrived in the country.

W_ac_poli
t_law_edu

J8B I mean it is a film after all whether he 's got er particular contacts Mm 
anything council with media or anything Mhm erm yes that would be to say 
you know, this is, you know, this is arrived as it were, and the tape with full 
things coming in, in the middle of the month and, what, what...

S_meeting

BNC – past perfect

AMC He had been posted to the 11th Field Regiment, Royal Artillery, which was 
newly arrived in Egypt from Iraq, and was immediately sent to the front.

W_biograp
hy

HH5 Once we were arrived in the inner bailey Benjamin gave full vent to his 
feelings.

W_fict_pr
ose

COCA – present perfect

You are arrived into a mayhem of unloading, the wharf dipping below the weight 
of trunks and summer guests.

FIC
Bk:GrangeHo
use

The time for ambiguity is long past, the time for clarity is arrived. SPOK
NPR_Weeken
d

' I can not believe it. He is arrived so soon? '' Allegra questioned, seeing Max 
seated at his ease at the table, a fresh strawberry tart in his hand, the bottom half of
his face hidden behind a truly glorious red heard.

FIC
Bk:RobinHoo
d

Jon Krakauer's Where Men Win Glory: The Odyssey of Pat Tillman is newly 
arr  ived on my kitchen table.

FIC
IowaRev

He just won the by-election for Southwold and is newly arrived to take his seat in 
Parliament.

FIC
Bk:BachelorLi
st

Do you know, Idalian, a young kinsman of mine is newly arrived from 
Snowcoves.

FIC
BkSF:Dragon
Token

The system is newly arrived in Florida, Ohio and New York. NEWS
AssocPress

In the film, the characters are newly arrived in New York and struggling to regain
control after the death of the youngest child in the family, Frankie.

SPOK
NPR_Daybrea
k

They are just arrived from... '' Here the boy pivoted quickly to slip Tom a broad 
wink," from Egypt.

FIC
Bk:House100
0Corpses

Alas, the Calliope is anchored in the roads, so the goods will need to be carried out
by boat, but my cousin charges very little for such a service, Mister Sharpe, very 
little, and when you are happily arrived in London you can sell the items for 
much profit! ''

FIC
BkSF:Sharpes
Trafalgar



It is estimated that some 200,000 people are already arrived in Houston and 
CNN's Peter Viles is at the Houston Astrodome and joins us now with an update on
what's happening there today.

SPOK
CNN_LiveSat

Are they arrived at the hospital? EMBLETON: I just arrived here, so I don't 
know.

SPOK
CNN_Event

You can call up Social Security and tell them you lost your Social Security card or 
you've never applied for one, that you 're newly arrived in from, you know, 
Canada or whatever, and you need a Social Security card.

SPOK
CNN_Burden

COCA – past perfect

When last we left our vines, they were newly arrived on the Chronicle roof and 
getting a feel for the big city.

NEWS
SanFranChron

They were newly arrived with the colored troops from the Sixth U.S. Heavy 
Artillery and Second U.S. Light Artillery.

FIC
Bk:FortPillow

Length of time in the United States was a critically important distinguishing 
characteristic, and those who were newly arrived were often referred to as FOBs: 
'' Like fresh off the boat, someone who comes directly from Taiwan or China and 
still holds traditional values. someone who is less.

ACAD
DrugIssues

Cubans classified slaves in two categories: ladinos, who had been in the country 
long enough to learn Spanish, and bozales, who were newly arrived from Africa.

MAG
Smithsonian

Today Georgy was going backstage to photograph the Bolshoi Ballet who were 
newly arrived in London and shortly to open at the Albert Hall.

FIC
Bk:FriendsLif
e

For the residents of nearby neighborhoods, many of whom were recently arrived 
from rural areas, the new patches of land provided an opportunity to continue 
raising some of their own food.

MAG
Horticulture

Marsha looked at my pants, then asked if I was newly arrived in the area. MAG
Skiing

They had wired them and Charles's parents via White Star from the ship, but she 
owed it to them to let them know they were safely arrived.

FIC
Bk:NoGreater
Love

 I was scarce arrived when I met severa of my acquaintance. MAG
Antiques

COCA - infinitive

And if you dare peek into the kitchen, you will glimpse in microcosm one of 
France's burgeoning social problems: from cooks to bottle washers, most of the 
help will likely be recently arrived from Africa and working illegally. 

MAG
AmericanSpec
tator

UkWaC – present perfect

http://andymerrett.co.uk/webl
og/2004/08/18/moben-
kitchens-record-straight

They have fitted my kitchen in January and I was until yesterday 
( 23/04/2006 ) still waiting for tailing After few missed 
appointment the tailer is finally arrived today. 

http://www.history.kessler-
web.co.uk/Guide/CenturyFalls

The story concentrates on Tess, an overweight and lonely girl who 
is newly arrived in a small, isolated village in Yorkshire along 
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.htm with her expectant mother.

http://www.theunmutual.co.uk
/article15.htm

Most importantly, he is newly arrived - a point stressed to the post
man and to Dutton. In terms of his self-awareness, the Prisoner still
has n't resigned himself to his predicament in the Village.

http://www.nnbtv.dircon.co.uk
/Roleplaying/Cardolan/Backgr
ound/WhoWho.html

He is recently arrived in Tharbad and is a prospective suitor for 
the hand of Princess Nirnadel.
 

http://www.dvd.reviewer.co.u
k/forums/thread.asp?
Forum=114&Thread=558257
&Type  =1

Please contact us within a month if the item is not arrived.

http://www.tanfield-
railway.co.uk/PostNuke/modu
les.ph  p?
op=modload&name=News&fi
le=art  icle&sid=32&mode=thr
ead&order=0&thold=0

Whilst on the subject of waggons work on two BR waggons is in 
the pipeline and NCB Weetslade 21T Hopper 751 is freshly 
arrived from East Tanfield for repairs.
 

http://www.nm-
cinemas.co.uk/films/albela.fht
ml

And sure enough, while waiting at the airport for prospective 
customers, he bumps into Sonia ( Aishwarya Rai). She is gorgeous,
she is just arrived from abroad and she has light eyes!

http://www-
dse.doc.ic.ac.uk/sel/sereports/
sthl/see2.html

There are 8 communication links between these two components : 
initcontroller - channel to send initialization messages to ' 
controller'. ready_to_depart - when lift is ready to depart, message 
send from ' testharness ' to ' controller'. arrived - when lift is 
arrived, message send from ' testharness ' to ' controller'. upbutton 
- when up button is pushed, message send from ' testharness ' to ' 
controller'...

http://www.naturalist.co.uk/re
ports2005/trinidad.php

Common TRI Bare-eyed -legged Thrush Heard MAI White-necked
Thrush One ASA and one MAI Grassland Yellow finch Two males 
WAL. This species is newly arrived in TRI. 

http://www.ratb.org.uk/html/fi
del150405.html

Knowing where the US embassy is, a person who is newly arrived
in a country, raises certain questions, which the Barbadian 
government asked.

http://www.csj.org.uk/bull-
arts/c-jones-art.htm

If he looks a little bewildered and harassed it may be because he i  s 
newly arrive  d and has n't the faintest idea where the spare light 
bulbs are kept!

http://www.showbus.co.uk/gal
lery/homeco/tvavr5.htm

The Dupl bodied coach behind is believed to be one drafted in 
from Southdown to assist. 619 is newly arrived from Lowestoft at 
Reading depot.

http://www.history.kessler-
web.co.uk/Guide/Buffy-5.htm

No Place Like Home Buffy discovers more about her newly 
arrived little sister, who truly is newly arrived.

UkWaC – past perfect

http://www.spartacus.s
choolnet.co.uk/USAko
rea.htm

The 1st Cavalry 25th Division were freshly arrived. Like 24th Division 
before them, the new outfits had to learn for themselves how to cope with 
this Indian-style warfare for which they were so unprepared. 
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http://www.times-
olympics.co.uk/bryson
3.html

Bill Bryson wonders An Australian of my acquaintance, who has lived in 
the United States for many years, once told me that when she was newly 
arrived in the country and working at a school somewhere in the 
Midwest, the headmaster came up to her with a curiously flummoxed 
expression.

http://www.casi.org.uk/
discuss/2003/msg0184
1.html

He was newly arrived from Baghdad, and his job was to shoot down any 
soldier who dared desert.

http://www.multiverse.
ac.uk  /printAr  ticle.aspx
?  contentId=384

Vietnamese children were not included in numbers, unless they were 
newly arrived to the UK.

http://www.showbus.co
.uk/gallery/wm/pmt6.ht
m

Seen at EFE SHOWBUS International 2001 was newly arrived ex New 
World First Bus Dennis Dart SLF 2066 (HY2116) still bearing its Hong 
Kong registration before entering service with First PMT.

http://modtown.co.uk/
mt/articl  e2.php?
id=gbaspx

Time for dinner was arrived anyway and testin ' all day made us starving.

http://www.cronab.dem
on.co.uk/18l.HTM

No sooner were we arrived in the road of Rochfort, than Commodore 
Mac Lemarrough ( Mac Namara) in a ship of 74 guns, obliged us to come 
to under his stern.

http://www.mgcars.org.
uk/cgi-  bin/gen5?
runprog=mgoc&p=em
g/em  g050103.htm

In fact the MGA looks completely original but brand new, just as if the 
year was 1960 and it w  as newly arri  ved from Abingdon.

http://www.birdtours.c
o.uk/tripreports/s_afric
a/tour8/aug-oct-03.htm

...Bradfield 's Hornbill, Crowned Hornbill, Trumpeter Hornbill, Grey-
headed Parrot, Western Banded Snake Eagle, Black Coucal, Pinkthroated 
Longclaw, Coppery Sunbird (was not arrived yet), Shelley 's Sunbird, 
Bat Hawk ( at dusk ). 25. Bot : KASANE * CHOBE NATIONAL PARK 
Kasane...

http://www.blogigo.co.
uk/SummerPalace

all the way was ok and when we were arri  ved its main gate about 10 
o'clock...we bought three adult tickets and one student ticket.

http://www.justiceforsi
onje  nkins.org.uk/watso
n.html

They, too, found it incredible that no official help was arrived; they had 
just passed two police cars and an ambulance parked at the junction of 
Holtye Road and Shovlestrode Lane.

http://www.ind.homeof
fice.  gov.uk/lawandpoli
cy/preventingillegalwo
rking/tackleille  galwor  k
ing/minutes23june2004

The point was made that some applicants to the scheme, particularly those
who were newly arrived in the UK, would not have a fixed abode.

UkWaC – infinitive

http://www.nrif.org.uk/
education/1619learning
/achievingfullpotential/
languageandlearning.as
p?oi=03-01-01

Others may be newly arrived in England and may have significant gaps 
in their prior learning.
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UkWaC –  participle

http://www.nfer.ac.uk/r
esearch  -  areas/pims-
data/summaries/mep-
making-connections-
informal-media-
education-projects-for-
young-  people.cfm

The project helped students focus on their future opportunities and 
employment - something they felt had not been offered at school, or did 
not yet know enough about (being recently arrived in France ).

BECOME

BNC – present perfect

AB4 `So it is, ' he ends, ` that when men from low estate are once exalted, they 
generally are most forgetful of past favours; which is now become too 
fashionable, especially with such who cover their guilt with the mask of 
religion;

W_misc

ADS There is no use in telling me I shall soon be running up mountains. I know 
what I am become and so do you. '

W_fict_pr
ose

FU4 Why, to her beloved gracious master and thus the naughty assailer of her 
innocence is become the gracious protector and rewarder of it.

W_fict_dr
ama

FU4 CARDINAL : What is become of the nun? W_fict_dr
ama

FU4 FOX : Rather what is become of the Spaniard? [They laugh.] PAMELA : 
[ aside ] I have, I must confess, a little spice of jealousy.

W_fict_dr
ama

G0M Cadfael said : ` Brother Abbot, I have thoughts to share that never visited me 
until this morning, but are become very relevant now.

W_fict_pr
ose

H8X Punch tells me Bishopstow House is become quite a smallholding. W_fict_pr
ose

HGV 'Yes, but the matter is now become of some urgency, and I feel very guilty -- ' 
That took Theda 's full attention. `

W_fict_pr
ose

HJA A great deal of other software is become transparently compatible, so that data
can be shared between database programs, word processors.

W_non_ac
_soc_scien
ce

HUX You refer to the er n network which is erm become consolidated in the miner 's
strike and Mm the dispute here.

W_ac_soc
_science

JSH ...as do the er people who speak for industry for example when Black and 
Decker announced their intention to bring their operations er fully into Britain 
out of Germany, a company spokesman said anyone familiar with this sit 
situation in Germany will grasp that because of costs it is become very 
difficult to do business there.

S_parliam
ent

KRK In a couple of years time the other schools have gone past you and you 
suddenly find these services that you need to buy in are become very 
expensive and become unattainable because you 've been spending your 
money in other directions.

S_brdcast_
discussn

BNC – participle
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BM0 If we do this often enough, and most of us do, then these ways of being 
become   habitual and eventually the muscle tension that is required for these 
unnatural positions becomes fixed into our body. 

W_non_ac
_medicine

COCA – present perfect

The stone which the builders refused is become the head stone of the corner. FIC
Bk:PoisonNove
lRenaissance

Here in Mexico City, this is become a -- a place where people are wearing 
surgical masks on the streets to gointo the subway here.

SPOK
CBS_Early

Alas, the world is become a wasteland and there is no way back into the garden. FIC
FantasySciFi

But the people seem to be solidifying behind the view that it is become 
something of a debacle.

SPOK
NPR_Daybreak

I had also hoped to order a few gowns in advance of the Season, and to review 
the redecorating of our town house (for you know that now the duke is become 
prime minister, we shall have all kinds of distinguished persons visiting, so itis 
most important that everything be properly done).

FIC
BkSF:Mislaid
Magician

She is become history. FIC
SouthernRev

She is become her name. FIC
SouthernRev

Well, the Mar-a-Lago is become the most successful club in the United States. SPOK
CNN_King

Diversity is become a growing, explicit value. MAG
Futurist

After he finished making the atomic bomb he said, '' I am become deadi. FIC
Moment

Need to fly up then fall, fall like ash over acres of primrose and mallow.... I am 
become wilderness but I am also Florens. 

NEWS
WashPost

Today, withered relic that I am become, I might yet perhaps hold that will at bay. FIC
FantasySciFi

Now they scream only because I am become so fat I am squashing them. FIC
BritishMedical

Epiteto, I am become my epithet. FIC
SouthernRev

 I am become a name # Tennyson, Ulysses FIC
LiteraryRev

He looked at her out of his pure gray eyes, the only eyes of that color she had 
ever seen, with the pale lashes longer than Tina's, and he said, quietly, as if he 
were entrusting her with some great secret, '' I am become weary of that crew. ''

FIC
BkSF:TamLin

Like the creature Ourobouros annulling itself as circles round, I am become too 
young for death. 

FIC
Bk:BuffyVampi
re



They are become quite popular of late. FIC
Analog

You have been so long amongst the Great Satan you are become one of the 
makers of the pit of fire.

FIC
SouthwestRev

Take the mouse-frog technology, apply it to humans, combine it with cloning, and
you are become a god: with a single cell taken from, say, your finger,you 
produce a headless replica of yourself, a mutant twin, arguably lifeless, that 
becomes your own personal, precisely tissue-matched organ farm.

MAG
TIME

The emeralds that a moment since gleamed through the green-tinted waters are 
become yellow diamonds or pinkish pearls.. high above the chaotic riot of color.

MAG
Antiques

I'm not sure if that's just because I 'm become addicted to the work or because I 
really need the money.

SPOK
NPR_Daybreak

And he is now become an online gambler. SPOK
NBC_Dateline

But as Fox News Jonathan Serrie reports, illegal immigration is now become 
being a political platform thousands of miles away from the border with Mexico 
or Canada.

SPOK
Fox_Hume

Of course, this is not a completely new occurrence, but it is now become much 
more widespread.

ACAD
RoeperReview

Are you become accustomed to it? SPOK
CNN_King

But the- he is absolutely become lionized- SPOK
ABC_Brinkley

COCA – past perfect

That was the footing for what the state was become. NEWS
Denver

And the early dresses were hilarious because you know -- wonderful for people 
like you, but it was great watching her become what she was becom  e in those 
dresses.

SPOK
CNN_King

They admitted that " they had visited no less than four houses, and bought and 
drank rum in them all; which was the less to be wondered at, when it was so 
notoriously known, that those private rum-shops were become as common 
among the people, in proportion, as ginshops formerly at London."

ACAD
GeorgiaHisQ

... as if the room -- small, square, webbed in the eaves -- were the one room left in
the world, and its collections of objects, the loved objects and the incidental, 
were now become -- the light like a coat of brass or resin on the back of 
ahairbrush, on the pale red sweatshirt his mother wore in r fields, on their bodies 
even, on the streaks of sweat between her objects of ritual and worship, to be 
faithfully preserved. 

FIC
Bk:LivesDead

UkWaC – present perfect

http://www.theedge.abelgratis.
co.uk/booksnonf/babydoll.ht

Like the central character in his novel The Risen , Peter is become
Tiresias in an effort to escape the dismemberment of Osiris. 

http://www.jezuk.co.uk/cgi- Working at home is different , because you 're become quite 

http://www.jezuk.co.uk/cgi-bin/view/jez/2006March
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bin/view/jez/2006March aware of what you should be doing , and consequenly aware of 
when you 're not doing. 

http://www.markwilson.co.uk/
blog//archive/2004_06_01_arc
hive.htm

Looking at some recent exploits , the days between patch release 
and exploit is become alarmingly close - especially when many of
us need to test patches fully before deployment. 

http://www.isj.org.uk/index.ph
p4?id=65&issue=105

Accompanying this process , they argued , a new form of 
production , based on ' immaterial labour ' is become dominant. 

http://www.castlereagh.gov.uk/
portal/alias__Rainbow/lang__e
n-
US/tabID__3359/DesktopDefa
ult.aspx

As well as opportunities for social gatherings of the arts 
community, the forum will allow groups , artists and individuals to
feed ideas for arts events , festivals and future arts policies into the
melting pot that is become Castlereagh Arts MMR Mobilisation: 
Citizens and Science in a British Vaccine Controversy...

http://www.thelawjournal.co.u
k/Old%20New%20Normal
%20for%20London.htm

I feel Identity Cards will , no matter what , be issued in the not so 
distant future , especially in a day and age which is become more 
corrupt than ever due to this surge in technology.

http://www.wwwords.co.uk/pfi
e/content/pdfs/2/issue2_2.asp

In ‘The University and Social Transformation ' , Rafa&#322; 
Godo&#324; shares preoccupations common to several articles : 
that education is become a privatised commodity and the 
incentives governing life in the University ‘have nothing to do 
with the common good '.

http://palimpsest.org.uk/forum/
archive/index.php/t-1277.html 

The last episode ends with a number of cliffhangers , one of which
uses a theme that is fast become overrused in popular media.

http://www.cll.strath.ac.uk/info
/resea  rch/paper1.htm

Mode 2 knowledge is judged for its credibility through its 
relevance and is become increasingly important.

http://www.dartfordlibdems.or
g.uk/speeches/3.html

Take air travel - which is fast become the world 's biggest polluter.

http://www.theedge.abelgratis.
co.uk/gibsoniviewone.htm

It 's something I spend a lot of time wondering about. Wondering 
about that one is become a big part of what I do. 

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/exrate
/zaire-  republic.htm

As from 19 May 1997 the country is known as Congo 
(Democratic Republic ) and the currency , whilst currently 
remaining the Zaire, is become the Congolese Franc Short news 
items with a Post-Polio element gleaned from ' here , there and 
everywhere '.

http://www.arcticcorsair.f9.co.
uk/audio/openreelrecorders.ht
ml

It can record up to 24 tracks on a 2 " tape Sound is better than 
Compact Cassette tape And some of the down points are - Blank 
tape is now becoming VERY expensive and is become more so as 
time goes on.

http://www.airport-parking-
shop.co.uk/newsletter/04-
08_article-prebook.html

UK 's busiest airports such as Stansted and Gatwick , having no 
availability in any on or off-airport car parks booked up to a week 
in advance is become quite common. 

http://www.argotistonline.co.u
k/Thomasino%20essay
%203.htm

And as now seen by the number of younger poets who are (either 
consciously or unconsciously ) creating in imitation of his style , 
he is fast become a class of writing all his own.

http://www.unmetered.org.uk/a
bout/committee_nm.htm

After the scenes from World Cup 98 , this marginality is become 
ever more so.
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http://www.sentinelpoetry.org.
uk/magonline0305/page8.html

The bitterness of hate , the sadness of self-doubt , Is now become 
the peace of the release.

http://www.ukfossils.co.uk/nor
folk.htm

The quarry is slowly being backfilled , so collecting is become 
more limited. 

http://www.veganviews.org.uk
/vv86/vv86hardchoices.htm  l

The general public is become increasingly aware and sometimes 
very concerned about these developments and are also often 
questioning whether the scientists involved are presenting the full 
facts to enable a constructive debate to take place.

http://www.foresight.gov.uk/Pr
evious_Rounds/Foresight_199
9__2002/Built_Environment__
Transport/Reports/Constructin
g%20the%20Future/action.htm

With a reduction in population growth 9 there is a danger of a 
shortage in people availability for the future With the an ageing 
population re-skilling is become an issue

http://www.sophieandgrace.co.
uk/Verde_Veronica_Lingerie

This set will be of real interest to those looking for their bridal 
lingerie but can also be worn  every day making the wearer feel 
extra special Shop for the Verde Veronica Dream Bra set The 
Dream basque from Verde Veronica is really versatile garment 
which is fast become one of our most popular items for those 
searching for their bridal lingerie. 

http://www.articlesnet.co.uk/C
ategory/Computer/10

And now the best thing is that flat screen are become so cheap 
because all this is become conventional. Ev... Now You Can 
Create Your Own Desktop Icon!

http://www2.open.ac.uk/Classi
calStudies/GreekPlays/conf96/
hazel.ht  m

It is easier to see the modern version of the didaskalos in musicals 
than in straight plays - he is become the choreographer , musical 
director and voice coach.

http://www.b52two.org.uk/pok
er/chip_color_denomination_p
oker_tri_w.html

Uspc is also become saturated. The hotel after application in the. 
Bennett claims he 's visible illumination marks in particular the 
memoir and scientific.

http://www.lc.communitiesscot
land.gov.uk/stellent/groups/pu
blic/documents/webpages/rics
_011987.hcs  p

It develops a model of continuous improvement that shows a need
to develop a strategic approach if continuous improvement is 
become a ' way of life ' which supports organisational learning.

http://www.ihrc.org.uk/show.p
hp?id=675

As the West 's war on terrorism is contantly expanded to take in 
more and more Islamic groups , activists and causes , the 
distinction between terrorism ( as defined by the West ) and jihad 
is become increasingly difficult to maintain.

http://www.esru.strath.ac.uk/E
andE/Web_sites/00-
01/small_scale_RE/Overview
%20of%20Small%20Scale
%20Renewable
%20Energy.htm

As we move into the 21 st century , the supply of fuel is become 
more problematic – becoming more concentrated in the Middle 
East.

http://www.upmj.co.uk/irasinn
fein.htm

He is become leader of the IRA in Derry at the age of 22. 

http://www.nuts.co.uk/boards/a
rchive  /index.php/t-4384.html

Glad that u are with us Hollie..........and I heard that Snowy is now
become a forum member their??? *Debz* 27-06-2006 , 06:27 PM

http://www.foxtalbot.arts.gla.a The new rockwork on the terrace is become a perfect wilderness 
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c.uk/corresp/03206.asp?
target=2169

-- I lighted today on 2 or 3 little Seedling sedums without name or 
tally, which I immediately recognised as Gussone 's 8 S. littoreum 
which I had found exactly in the same state of vegetation two 
springs ago on the rocks of Salerno...

http://www.fullfrontalrecordin
gs.co.uk/guestbook.php?
do=del&id=663&page=3

....drunk enough to make Oliver Reed smile from the heavens in 
approval....and as for watching TV , well your butt is almost 
become part of the sofa.

http://www.roehampton.ac.uk/
corporateinformation//accessp
ub.asp

In addition to our strong desire to follow best practice within the 
sector , the law is now become very relevant in this area.

http://www.classiccafes.co.uk/
moribundia.html

If America is turning the whole world into its living room, we '  re 
all b  ecome accustomed to equating homeliness with 
Americanness.

http://www.borkowski.co.uk/ar
chives/press/002340.html

One show that became 10 shows is now become 16. MAMMA 
MIA! has already generated over half a billion pounds worldwide 
and even more people are now set to join the global fan-base. 

http://www.gardenadvice.co.uk
/club/calendar/blog/?cat

The pre-longed period of hard weather which was forecasted late 
last year has not materialized and as the days go longer is become 
less lightly.

http://www.deathboy.co.uk/?
lang=en&menu=mediamenu&
page=lyrics_lostagain

...Screaming for your saviour I 'm asthmatic Clutching my inhaler 
This city air is Killing me Now I 'm become Just what I was 
meant to be Well it might seem hard now But I 'll hold on to the 
end... 

http://www.fairygothmother.co
.uk/shop.htm

FairyGothMother is already become one of the world 's biggest 
retailers of real corsets.

http://www.ironbridge.bham.ac
.uk/historic-environment.htm

However , it is also clear that those able to supply quality work are
in limited supply and that it is become increasingly difficult to 
cater for the needs of the sector as skilled labour becomes more 
scarce.

http://www.thefword.org.uk/fe
atures/2003/03/is_this_website
_discriminating_responses
 

Surely a forum is enriched by varience just like society I never fail
to be amazed by the acute observations and pearls of wisdom that 
my very young daughters make who are only 4 and 7 and my 
Mother who is 62 listens with interest to my ramblings and is 
slowly become a new feminist herself. 

http://www.secondspring.co.uk
/spring/magazine/czaleski.htm

As soon as the destined period was expired (being no longer than 
till the body is   become perfectly cold and stiff ) I began to move;

http://www.pintados.co.uk/keit
h/iq_eq.htm

As I shared with Buddhists and Shamans, Yoga teachers, Light 
Workers and positive thinkers I began to see a definite trend : by 
whatever path we, individually, are choosing we 're ALL become 
more aware.

http://www.myclapham.co.uk/
clapham/restaurants-review-
cafe-rouge.htm

It is become my little chill out spot after work , the gym or 
Saturday lunch / with a friend.

http://www.ukfossils.co.uk/ato
zpic.ht  m

The quarry is slowly being backfilled , so collecting is become 
more limited.

http://www.ecommnet.co.uk/n Watch what you say The need for Email Archiving is become 
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ews/blogger/archive/2003_10_
04_securityArchive.asp

more obvious and its not just restricted to regulated industries but 
in a more general sense it could protect you and your company 
from litigation.

http://www.kwintessential.co.u
k/online/cultural-awareness-
training.html

Online Intercultural and Cross Cultural Training Online education 
or e-learning is become an increasingly attractive and popular 
method of training and education both among the general public 
and within businesses.

http://www.wmconnolley.org.u
k/diary/2001/06/

Up early 7:30 ( how corrupt we are : 7:30 is become early... ) : 
outside in sun and chill - on the whole it has been cooler this 
time , otw a good thing - others up 8...

http://www.birdtours.co.uk/trip
report  s/s_africa/wakker2/index
.htm

It is fast become a household name among international birders.

https://secure.bfi.org.uk/sighta
ndsound/feature/27/

But now the Nazis think he is become a little too independent and 
need to get rid of him. 

http://www.bichardinquiry.org.
uk/par  ticle.asp?aid=2140

The only caveat -- what we have been trying 3 to do over the last 
three or four years , no longer than 4 that , is become a more light 
touch inspectorate.

http://www.pout.co.uk/opt-lip-
plumper.asp

Please click here to view Pout Lip Plump products Pout 's Lip 
Plump is now become the essential handbag accessory for 
celebrities as they lead the way in lip plump mania.

http://www.cf.ac.uk/encap/rom
text/articles/cc07_n02.html

To assist in defraying the instalments and providing for the 
necessary expences of the business a friend borrowed for me 
about three years ago the sum of £ 300—this sum was a short time
since unexpectedly reclaimed and is indeed become necessary to 
the pecuniary losses of the lender:...

http://www.loudplanet.co.uk/in
terviews/interview_chimaira1.
htm

One thing we mentioned in the review of The Impossibility of 
Reason was the presence of guitar solos , it 's something that is 
become a rarity these days.

http://www.pintados.co.uk/wor
kshops/dice_ther.htm

In particular, by actively working to change to something free of 
past conditioning we 're become more whole.

 
http://www.webcredible.co.uk/
user-friendly-resources/web-
usability/big-  websites-
usability.shtml

As the Internet has evolved we 're become used to certain 
conventions. 

 

http://www.bigdaddymerk.co.u
k/index.php?paged=11

14 Feb 2006 10:09 am Fact of the week I 'm sort of enjoying the 
fact that I 'm become more cynical and bitter , my apathy is at an 
all time high!

http://www.pkf.co.uk/web/pkf
800.nsf/pagesbyID/ID08F82C
4727845DE080256FFF005632
F6?

This change means that Finance is become increasingly important
within the organisation with its role shifting from a focus on 
transaction processing to one where it leads the drive for 
efficiency and high quality service.

http://www.nwbn.freeserve.co.
uk/nl-99-11/bbbstory.htm

“We also thought a bit more about our approach and became more
disciplined practising arrangements and working on harmonies 
and this approach is now become one of the main features of the 
band. 
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http://www.itchymanchester.co
.uk/venues/459.html

Fry on the first Friday of each month ( hip hop , funk , d'n'b ) , 
Sound on the first and third Thursday of each month which is fast 
become a big hitter on the student clubbing calendar and 
Metropolis on the second Saturady of each month - a drum ' n ' 
bass heaven featuring a quality list of DJs and emmcees. 

http://www.partnerships.org.uk
/cyber/scene.htm

For many individuals, from communication engineers to software 
designers, artists and psychologists, this new electronic 
environment represents a cultural phenomenon as well as a 
technical one, and is fast become a convergence point for many 
disciplines.

http://www.york-united-
kingdom.co.uk/restaurants/j-
baker/

The location is perfect as it is on the run that is quickly become 
THE place to find good food in York.

http://www.burnyourbonus.co.
uk/rec.travel.air/thread46.html

What is happeneing is that the new beuarocracy is become 
entrenched and airport " security " is becoming business as 
normal. 

http://www.hcareers.co.uk/abo
uthospitalityjobs/newsletter/vi
ew?
newsletterId=5EF8F2F48CD2
EC31

Therefore the art of conversation is become restricted.
 

http://www.backgammon-
biba.co.uk/tn10oct.html

Keeping the Gilbertson name alive in the poker is fast become a 
tradition.

http://linux.open.ac.uk/114/dyc
koff.html

And that standard software is increasingly become dependent on 
Open Source. In fact , it 's not just about the software itself : it 's 
the utility of that software to a user or company. 

http://www.topforge.co.uk/Boo
ks/First%20Works.htm

That [ cinder ] which was at the beginning exceeding corrosive, 
and fumed and spluttered like liquors in fermentation , at the last 
becomes mild and flows like wax : and the mass at the bottom of 
the hearth , is become a tolerable connected lump of malleable 
iron.

http://list.zetnet.co.uk/pipermai
l/lhcl/2006-
February/000413.html

This is your Q score and is rapidly become THE number on 
everybody 's lips in 2006.

http://www.themorenas.co.uk/f
orum/viewtopic.php?t=196

The man from the vatican Guest Lighten the load I must agree 
with the Don on this , suicide is quickly become an epidemic , 
you just need to read the figures on the Iraq and Iran conflicts of 
the last decade to realise that the number of people signing up for 
ritual suicide is increasing.

http://www.nao.org.uk/confere
nces/obesity/transcripts/cavill.
htm

We 've had a couple of ministers saying they are really solely 
committed and they 're working brilliantly across government 
departments and declaiming that in fact local initiatives should be 
very useful and so on , and we 've really got a sense that they 're 
become a little more strategic.

http://www.queeryouth.org.uk/
phpnews/news.php?
action=fullnews&id=24

This is a very turbulent time in the world , and with anti-Semitism 
on the rise , life for Jew 's world-wide is become increasingly 
difficult.
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http://www.zyra.me.uk/nashua.
htm

Now that I am having to emigrate for tax purposes as my website 
is become a success because of such things as the Shopping Portal
, I am going to have to part with interesting items which are 
weighty.

http://www.climbonline.co.uk/
scot_crag.htm

Climb the groove [which is become much harder due to worn 
holds] , then continue more easily across the break and up a faint 
crack to an awkward finish.

http://www.viewtech.co.uk/det
ail.ht  ml?pgcode=0890  1

Existing landfills are rapidly approaching maximum capacity and 
space to build new landfills and incineration plants is become 
limited.

http://www.fashioncapital.co.u
k/content/view/1563/27/

Unrivalled PR Opportunity Fashion Capital is steadily become a 
world renowned resource for Fashion in the UK

http://www.masud.co.uk/ISLA
M/ahm/contentions10.ht  m

The Triumph of Pera : Islam-bol is become Fut-bol. 

http://www.bcentral.co.uk/new
sletters/bulletins/2006-
security-predictions.mspx

Increasingly , however , this is become a concern for individuals.

http://www.cems.uwe.ac.uk/tea
ching/notes/ISP/index.htm

Web-based delivery and student guidance is become common-
place though has so far been developed to varying degrees 
between modules.

http://www.links-
directory.co.uk/2199.html

Bristol is become very cosmopolitan due to its two universities 
student base e.g. Northamptonshire etc.

http://www.cardiffcity-
mad.co.uk/news/loadnews.asp
?cid=TMNW&id=252460

Firstly , the need for the new stadium ( for all sorts of reasons ) is 
become more obvious with each passing week.

http://www.commoner.org.uk/
02-11groundzero.htm

Consequently , the use of this term is not simply an expression of 
some personal fear of actual terrorist attacks but is increasingly 
become a code term for the new form of military Keynesianism 
which promises jobs and a little job security to US citizen workers
fearful of the international competition.

http://cornovia.org.uk/htexts/sp
ry01.  htm  l

Our information respecting this establishment is now become very
scanty , and we are indebted principally to the ' Notitia Monastica '
of Bishop Tanner , for the statement that it was founded in the 
latter part of the reign of Henry III.

http://www.home-
education.org.uk/article-
history-of-he.htm

Home education today Today , home education is become a 
significant feature of education provision in the UK.

http://www.libdems.org.uk/con
ference/speech-to-the-spring-
conference-2006-by-sir-
menzies-campbell-mp-leader-
of-the-liberal-democrats-.html

The European Union is now become much larger and more 
diverse.

http://www.homeless.org.uk/in
yourarea/northeast/link/may06

Resources Social Enterprise Social Enterprise is fast become an 
important and vibrant strand of work within the homeles sector.

http://www.cambarts.co.uk/ins
urance  /multi_trip_holiday_ins

Ski Insurance.co.uk Although it is suddenly become associated a 
nonappearance or. Vitamin-laden food you keep them pulled the 
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urance.html object relax agencies and real. Arms dangling push for an ice and 
top-producing employees.

UkWaC – past perfect

http://www.weymouthdiving.c
o.uk/d  almeida_2.htm

Soon after the latter left the round-house, the Captain asked what 
was become of him. 

http://www.smr.herefordshire.g
ov.uk/hist_periods/post_med.h
tm

Heavy use of oak in industry and house building soon meant that 
it was b  ecome less and less plentiful and soon local sandstone 
became the cheaper and more accessible building material. 

http://www.englit.ed.ac.uk/stu
dying/undergrd/american_lit_2
/Handouts/cmc_unconscious.ht
m

For Freud, in Civilisation and its Discontents, culture was become
increasingly neurotic : so deluded by its sense of mastery that it 
had become self-destructive.

http://www.jrl.jolt.co.uk/cham
p.htm

But when Breznik retired with electrical problems after only forty 
six laps Papaulakis dominated from the front of the pack, lapping 
the entire field with the exception if Ballistic motorsport driver 
Neil Brimble , who finished in second spot after a faultless run. 
With two wins under his belt and after his good run of form early 
in the year Papaulakis was quickly become the man to watch. At 
Sears Point raceway in round eight Papaulakis was the man on 
form again , quick in all the sessions throughout the race weekend 
he was on the pace as soon as he 

http://acorn.cybervillage.co.uk/
emulation/begin.htm

These emulators were all for the 8 bit systems, that by the mid 
1990s were become rather outdated.

http://www.infopt.demon.co.u
k/hitch  in2.htm

And then , finding it out of his Power to secure the Lads to 
himself , he started upon a sudden in a prodigious Rage, asking 
the frolicking Youths, if they were become so common as to use 
these obnoxious Houses, and telling them he would spoil their 
Diversion; upon this he made his Exit with his Man.

http://www.bikebrain.co.uk/Fli
ghts-  And-Hotels-Paris.html

 Located near Montparnasse and of the Eiffel Tower to Lycos the 
News the channel of the news of Lycos parisiense Spain of 
Montparnasse, very was become attached to its Basque roots.

http://www.orbis.org.uk/bins/c
ontent  _page.asp?cid=9-500-
3541&lang=1

This coupled with my own vision impairment and working with a 
very inspiring family friend who was become blind through 
illness, was what led me to choosing ORBIS.

http://www.friends-
classics.demon.co.uk/reviews_
ancient_rome.htm

As Mackay argues well, the literary tradition about the early 
history of Rome (exemplified by e.g. Livy 's history ) can be 
shown to be largely fiction, while the archaeological record 
simply indicates that by the 7thC BC the town was become 
wealthier, and impressive public and private buildings were being 
put up.

http://www.fpigraphics.co.uk/a
catalog/Nick_Fury__Agent_of
_S.H.I.E.L.D.html

In a world which was become more and more non-linear in other 
arts ( music, film etc ) these were comics which started to break 
away from traditional storytelling.

http://www.cardiffcity-
mad.co.uk/news/loadrprt.asp?
cid=MTCH&id=218752

City almost doubled their advantage straight from the kick-off as 
Ardley, who was become inspirational to City 's cause in a week, 
burst past Reading players and was denied as he was about to 
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shoot.

http://www.isec2005.org.uk/ise
c/abst  racts/papers_k/khatoon_
k.shtml

One interesting observation was brought into the knowledge of the
author also i.e. those parents, spouse or guardians who were 
deadly against the author 's idea of disabled 's travelling, 
subsequently right after the tour, they all were become good 
friends of the author right now they frequent visit to the author 's 
office as their respective disabled children learned from academic 
point of view through this participation...

http://www.etoile.co.uk/Colum
ns/Me  l/040616.html

It 's probably because historically she seems to have been fussy 
and stubborn, and also a staunch Catholic in a country that at her 
accession to the throne was already become mostly Protestant.

http://www.televisionheaven.c
o.uk/rosenthal.htm

And the familiar world of television itself was also become a 
subject for drama : Ready When You Are, Mr McGill (1976) 
recalled the pitfalls of making a television film, while The Fools 
on the Hill ( 1986 ) took place against the background of the early 
development of television at Alexandra Palace.

COME

BNC – present perfect

APM I 've been talking with Father O'Harte, and I 'm come back. W_fict_prose

CFX He has also advertised a collection of Odes; and for his Vanity and 
Faculty of Lying, they are come to a Jayl, or Bedlam, and that without
any help;

W_ac_humaniti
es_arts

FYD Mr always used to know me dad, he used to say, Are you come for the
childrens? And he says, Yes.

S_interview_ora
l_history

FYV As he works, the baby in the cot beside the bed will hush its weeping, 
and sleep angelically, secure in the knowledge that the pimp is come.

W_fict_prose

FYV Winter was cold but autumn is come -- the stubble fields, and so on. W_fict_prose

G1L ` You are well come, ' he said at last, and the Trees inclined their 
heads again. `

W_fict_prose

GWF It is from his like, here and in the mountains, that the ruin of the Dales
is come.

W_fict_prose

HGV You are not come to be a companion to me. W_fict_prose

HGV She added as she reached the bottom of the stairs where Miss 
Merchiston had arrived to meet her, ` I 've told the mistress as how 
Miss Kyte is come at last, and she said to bring her up straight.

W_fict_prose

HGV  ' His lips twisted wryly. ` If so, you are come aptly to roost. W_fict_prose

HGV ` You a  re come in excellent time, Theodosia! ' W_fict_prose

HGV ` What a girl of surprises you are, Theodosia Kyte! ' ` I am come to 
the right house, then, ' Theda retorted.

W_fict_prose

HH1  Ah, ` t is a sorry pass we ar  e come to when a lady is robbed of the 
clothes on her back. ' ` You are very kind, ' murmured Isabel.

W_fict_prose

HE3 British followers of Koresh are facing trial for murder. Tonight 
Panorama has new evidence about the Waco tragedy. For the great day

S_brdcast_docu
mentary
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of his wrath is come.

HR9 ` We are come to the Temple, ' said Mrs Quigley, as Quigley reversed 
into a parked car.

W_fict_prose

HR9 ` Aliens! These aliens! ' ` Aliens ', said Pike, dead on cue, ` are come 
amongst us, my friends! Hear! Hear the word of the Lord!

W_fict_prose

HR9 Yelling ` Aliens! Jesus! ' and ` Aliens a  re come! ' and ` Prithee the 
snake not be here! ' in about equal proportions, they carried me round 
the 

W_fict_prose

HTL You said urgent so I am come straight away. W_fict_prose

JJA Mr is saying that er they would consider any consult with the Union 
on some of the statements that have been made and I quite er the item 
D is in fact necessary that er I I I gave no arguments, it should be 
given consideration if it is come to that and er it will come back 
presumably to form a proposition of deal with it then.

S_meeting

K1R John is convinced that most of the houses ghostly happenings are 
come from one place; the so-called Bishop 's bedroom.

W_news_script

K6T But the coffins are they come from the mainland. Mhm. They 
probably have a supply of them

S_interview_ora
l_history

K8S  They think their hour is come to close on me, and to deal moderately 
now would be a thing in their littleness they could not but mistake.

W_fict_prose

KB1 ...when when I were there, after Michael had shown it me and Colin, 
he says oh, he says, er I 'm come in here to get get out of way, and 
you know, he was like telling me...

S_conv

KCA Brussel sprouts! Urgh! Well that 's why now I 'm glad when I 'm come
on this diet that I can fill his Plate with veg.

S_conv

KNC He said No no, you c get it you you 're come to collect it, you you 
bloody take it yourself.

S_speech_unscr
ipted

KPG Loads of talk. Shut up! I 'm not Come on Shel, come the other side of
me so I can get you both wah, wah in my So who do you fancy?

S_conv

KSR And we 're gon na have , obviously have to avoid the two Sundays 
from the tour. Mm. And it does , with twelve you are and obviously I 
'm depending upon another team to Are we come play us this year. 
decided who we 're gon na play with the twelve fixtures against you? 
Mm. Erm well gon na play them all against Sutton Partisans. 

S_conv

BNC-past perfect

AC5 Then there I was come back from ante-natal and it was blown clean 
away.

W_fict_prose

EWH And then it was over, and they were coming out into the grey, windy 
day, the mothers trying not to look at the white-capped sea beyond the 
point, the boys suddenly gruff and silent now that the moment of 
parting was come.

W_fict_prose

HGG He w  as newly come today from Eltham, the king 's favourite manor, 
where he had been a witness at his Majesty 's proxy

W_fict_prose

HGG ' And when they were come, and settled into conference with him : ` I W_fict_prose



desire your views upon the decision I have taken in this matter of the 
Welsh war.

K7G  The doughs were come through the machine cut into sizes certain 
weights moulded and the men put them in tins.

S_interview_ora
l_history

K8S ` I always heard tell of you that you were a wolf, but never that you 
wer  e come so low as to prey on dead men

W_fict_prose

KCP That what I say there 's a lot to be said for going gracefully Yeah, and 
then that was come Saturday they 'd rearranged the whole ward and 
they put him on a W R V S air bed...

S_conv

KRH And thirdly, and certainly not erm least, we hoped ourselves to benefit
at a time when the Government cutbacks were just come into force, 
which were requiring us to raise erm more income from non-
government source.

S_brdcast_discu
ssn

COCA – present perfect

The Reverend said, " One such public declaration, even a mere rumor, born - as 
they always are - of a mere private thought... and confusion is come upon poor No
Popery.

FIC
FantasySciFi

What I can't understand is where the ACLU is come off saying that there's some 
great benefit by publicizing these things to the world.

SPOK
CNN_Misc

Summer is come and I'm wearing a dress that shows my shoulders off hoping for 
Jaycee'shand and the sun on the other side of the pass.

FIC
AntiochRev

Barack Obama is come into the races with five fresh wins over the weekend. SPOK
Fox_Gibson

Your time is come, the time for your sea, for your language, for your empire,for 
your glory, for your good judgment.

FIC
ContempFic

He gives off a pathetic odor and generally smells of something pungent and manly
but perversely unwashed and yet for a well-to-do middle-aged divorcee more or 
less drunk and more and more bored at her grandson's birthday Christmas bash 
(the holy child is come) surrounded by some of the dullest people she could ever 
want not to meet or wished she'd never met...

FIC
Bk:GrandmaG
etsLaid

The only thing more popular than an idea whose time is come is an idea whose 
time is come, come and gone. 

SPOK
NBC_MeetPre
ss

The only thing more popular than an idea whose time is come is an idea whose 
time is come, come and gone.

SPOK
NBC_MeetPre
ss

 '' Your time... is come, '' I say. FIC
FantasySciFi

The appointed time is come. FIC
FantasySciFi

And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him that sat
on the cloud, Thrust in thy sickle, and reap: for the time is come for thee to reap; 
for the harvest of the Earth is ripe.

FIC
FantasySciFi

In his more-than-enthusiastic article, '' The Hour is Come!! '' Arthur Guttery ACAD



assured fellow Christians: '' The Times are ripe fora sweeping Revival; all our 
modern forces have their focus here.

ChurchHistory

Launching many times off of a -- on a helicopter and then being let down on the 
ship to perform an inspection after he is come under control either stopped or 
going very slowly to allow this to happen, toput these people on board, the 
boarding party essentially going on board with both Spanish and American in this 
case.

SPOK
PBS_Newshou
r

Much of Okinawa's transportation is come to a stand still. SPOK
CNN_Movers

The time is come and gone for the royals to be involved with Polo. SPOK
CNN_King

The balancing of scales awaits, Milord; redress for wrong is come. FIC
Bk:MothSmok
e

Yes, yes, you are come, Olson. FIC
Bk:TwelfthEnc
hantment

At last you are come! I feared--but it is not too late. FIC
Bk:JaneMadne
ssLord

Ah--Jane! You are come at last! FIC
Bk:JaneMadne
ssLord

Some countries are come to grips with addressing it effectively. SPOK
CNN_Misc

'' How is it that you are come to Matlock? '' he inquired. FIC
FantasySciFi

 // " Oh, you, " Temeraire said, which made that gentleman look aback, " yes, I 
know perfectly well who you are; I have read your very stupid letter to the Royal 
Society, and I suppose you are come to see me behave like a parrot, or a dog. '' //

FIC
Bk:VictoryEag
les [a

But green tag patients consumption all medical materials, so red and yellow 
patients who are come by ambulances might not receive efficiently ED treatment.

ACAD
RescueMedic

I are come to arrest you, Mistress Crane. FIC
Bk:FaceDown
Under

But now the lights are come up, the first disoriented snow leopard bounds on 
stage decked in an alchemist'scape and black cone hat; and you, dear matchstick 
painter, for we can see you hesitating in the aisle, are wrestling with yourself.

FIC
Bk:DressLodg
er

Urban planners are come to realize that community renewal has to include 
commercial activity, not just affordable housing.

NEWS
CSMonitor

 I turn around and face the cars with my arms still open and see them all there like 
the lost children that they are come for the Word and I know that I can forgive 
them.

FIC
ChicagoRev

The pucker-mouth crab apple, or late plum -- # On fruit of loneliness I have been 
fed. # But now after short absence I am come # Back from felicity to the wine and

NEWS
NYTimes



bread.

# If it were held another hour apart # From that food which alone can comfort it -- 
# I am come home to you, for at the end # I

NEWS
NYTimes

Nancy, if you 're come to a conclusion, you can't serve on the jury, right? SPOK
CNN_King

Well, I'm not sure they 're come here, frankly. SPOK
NPR_TalkNati
on

This is how far we 're come, this is how far the agenda will change, this is how 
we'llpass a 3,000-page budget without the president's help,...

SPOK
NPR_ATC

You've eaten dinner with them, you've bonded with them, you 're come to depend 
on them because they're your only friends.

SPOK
CBS_Morning

I 'm come back. Sparks Elementary School have friends in Mrs. Epple's room. SPOK
ABC_Turning

We run away but there's plenty people running, night-time, and I don't see where 
is my two children, the p1 88 boys children, I was running with the small ones 
like this? (raised hands towards her back, carrying the weight)? now I don't see 
my two children when I'm come to this hospital. 

FIC
Bk:InteriorLan
d

To think about how far I 'm come, it's all still sinking in. NEWS
NYTimes

Hillary Clinton is now come back from the dead four times. SPOK
NBC_MeetPre
ss

'He is now come down for breakfast. FIC
Bk:ColorDeath

And I must say that over a period of 10 years there is now come a point where I 
get up on Saturday mornings and I'm hardly nervous atall.

SPOK
NPR_Weekend

He is now come to agree with me in talking about' family values,' and as Isaid, 
he's the president, not I, he can lead the discussion.

SPOK
ABC_Nightlin
e

They believe he is now come to the conclusion that if there is a war, it will be 
short,there'll be relatively few casualties, and it's a price worth paying.

SPOK
PBS_Newshou
r

To this day, it is not come out as to what conflict of interest the state attorney for 
Seminole County had.

SPOK
CNN_Burnett

I take the letter from him, I open it; it is come from the government offices in 
London and I skip over the sentences which attempt to prepare me for the news.

FIC
Salmagundi

Madam, your son, the king, is come. FIC
SouthernRev

Thy mother has come to thee, that thou mayst not perish away the great modeler 
she is come, that thou mayst not perish away.

ACAD
Symposium

For that matter, it's worth remembering that when he does return to interrupt the 
improperly got-up amateur theatricals, the wonderfully dramatic line '' My father 
is come! He is in the hall at this moment '' ends the first of the three volumes in 
which the novel was originally published.

MAG
Atlantic



The time is come. Now is the time to act, in effect, to write. FIC
CriticalMatrix

Indeed, the time is come - to compete with their male contemporaries and to write 
themselves out of objectification andinto a time and place they may own and 
determine themselves.

FIC
CriticalMatrix

COCA – past perfect

Time to pack up. Another summer was come and gone. FIC
SouthwestRev

Well, you led the way on this program in talking about -- you remember them 
trying to minimize the amount of oil that was come out of the spill and trying to 
talk about how few gallons were coming out, how few millions versus 
independent scientists who were saying many more gallons were coming out.

SPOK
CBS_FaceNat

And the Sunni community felt it was come not represented in the council. SPOK
CNN_Zahn

When the old clergyman was come into the presence of the family, he said: '' Well,
friends,I've got some splendid news for ye! "

MAG
Atlantic

If I failed to make haste sooner, but had forgot my wife was come to tell me Hope
was dead now, then I attribute my forgetfulness more rightlyto my wife's 
demoting word of the dog to news, rather than to any want in me of sensitivity, 
regarding her extinction.

FIC
MassachRev

When full dark was come, Mother McCrone took up a light and motioned for 
them to follow her outto the barn, where she indicated a generous heap of clean 
dry straw and bid them what they assumed was " Good night. "

FIC
FantasySciFi

I knew what it meant-Eve had eaten that fruit, and death was come into the 
world.... 

FIC
HarpersMag

And when the sixth hour was come, there was darkness over the whole land until 
the ninth hour. 

FIC
SouthernRev

New little seedlings with not much root yet were come up all over the garden. FIC
Analog

COCA - participle

Vertical finality arises where there is a hierarchy of entities and ends, namely, 
where a plurality of entities exemplifying different grades of being come together 
within an ordered whole.

ACAD
TheologStud

UkWaC – present perfect

http://www.puppetlink.co.uk/Punc
h%27s%20Home%20Truths.html

Similarly, the more officious the Policeman 's demeanour, (or 
the Beadle in those days ) as he announced that : " I 'm come 
to take you up! " 

http://oneguyfrombarlick.co.uk/top
ic.asp?
TOPIC_ID=364&FORUM_ID=7
&CAT_ID=3&Topic_Title=CALE
NDAR+OF+LANCASHIRE+DO

we have been three times at the Duchy Court but the Clerk is 
out of town and has been since last Saturday he was expected 
home whisterday but is not come yet. 
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CUMENTS&Forum_Title=Local+
History

http://www2.prestel.co.uk/church/
kposj/kphist.htm

This Branch is come back again in France since 1959.

http://www.risa.co.uk/sla/song.php
?songid=21218

Stars hang high above, the oceans roar the moon is come to 
lead me to her door There 's crystal across the sand and the 
waves, they take my hand.

http://homepages.tcp.co.uk/~maya/
barbara.html

For the light is come on Liberty, her foes are falling, falling, 
They are reeling, they are running, as the shameful years have
run,

http://www.hps.cam.ac.uk/starry/w
eather.html

…; and ' fifty days after the solstice... the season of 
wearisome heat is come to end ' ( 663 f. ). 

http://www.techniz.co.uk/modules.
php?
name=Reviews&rop=showcontent
&id=8  7

The Ultra MP3 player is come with a very small and compact
design.

http://www.askwhy.co.uk/truth/860
NewsFromTheEast.html

Interviewer for The World Last Month in the Roman Forum : 
We 're talking to Josephus the Rabbi, who is just come out of 
Judea. Hi, everyone.

http://www.museumoflondon.org.u
k/archive/londonsvoices/web/inter
view.asp?  pid=19

And Ramgharia community is mostly come from East Africa,
Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya.

http://www.partnerships.org.uk/eve
nts/us/artur.htm

I 'm just come back from Chicago from the annual 
conference of CTCNet ( http://www.ctcnet.org ), this year 
organized jointly with the AFCN ( http://www.afcn.net ), 
Association for Community Networking. 

http://homepages.tcp.co.uk/~maya/
play5.html

The time is co  me to strike : if we should now Assault them 
from each side, we may prevail,Breaking their force in two, 
then separate Cutting each half to shreds.

http://www.northill.demon.co.uk/b
ahai/so  urces.htm

Bahá'í Administration and The World Order of Bahá'u'lláh are
compilations of his letters on the subject of the Bahá'í 
administration; and The Promised Day is Come ( Wilmette, 
Ill. : Bah' Publishing Trust, 1980 ) contains his interpretation 
of modern history.

http://www.maths.lancs.ac.uk/~ro
wlings/Inkytext/msg00088.html

Never, Until the mankind-making Bird, beast and flower 
fathering Silent and all humbling darkness Tells with silence 
the last light breaking And the still hour is come Of the sea 
tumbling in harness And I must enter again

http://www.superboss.co.uk/star_s
ample.h  tml

Dr David Freemantle is come across many ' star performers ' 
on his travels - people who are exceptionally motivated to 
make a difference in providing world-class service.

http://www.whitedragon.org.uk/arti
cles/ri  vers.htm

At the end of that year, if their appetite has not been met, a 
voice will call ' The hour is come but the man is not ', and 
someone will be seen rushing headlong to the water 's edge 
( 28 ) 

http://www.cyberslayer.co.uk/jokes Please, the time is come to tidy the cat box.
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/joke1162.html

http://www.hicksdesign.co.uk/jour
nal/tell-me-i-havent-lost-i  t

Now it is come the full digital time.

http://philobiblon.co.uk/?
cat=13&paged=2

Finally, a little history to remind us we 're come a long way.

http://www.thisislimitededition.co.
uk/item.asp?
category=History&ID=767

The Way Home : For the thing that is My comfort is come 
Wind washes the plain road : This is the way home

http://www.cornish-
links.co.uk/historyfeb.htm

He also let it be known that on his approach evil spirits would
cry out " Dodge is come! I must be gone! "

http://www.seangabb.co.uk/flcom
m/flc115.htm

Perhaps 1688 is come again. Then, an alarmed old order 
realised the nature of its enemy and took up the cause of an 
aroused but leaderless nation.

http://emedia.brookes.ac.uk/tzuche
nsung/index.php/tzuchensung/200
4/11/

As the request, I have make this simple dessert for them... 
Some inspiration is come from Koham.... I am quite happy 
for the result... Posted by Kent Sung on 11/07 at 07:43 PM

http://www.davenapier.pwp.blueyo
nder.co.uk/family/civilf.htm

Her husband came in just after and I heard him say ' Is Harry 
come home? " His wife said " No ", " My God then that 
means a search party tonight! "

http://www.tipiglen.dircon.co.uk/re
flections.html

They have left the car at the port in Palnackie ( " It makes us 
walk! " ), and like my earlier visitor, it 's the first time they 
're come this way, thanks to the kids ' pathwork and signs - 
wonderful!

http://www.rafmarham.co.uk/relati
ons/stories/everest/everest-
route.htm

The Summit 8850 m / 29035 ft. Finally, the hour is come. At 
about 11 PM we put on the final gear and step out in the 
night.

http://www.aristasia.co.uk/clewofh
orse.htm  l

These will She draw together when that their time is com  e.

http://www.techniz.co.uk/modules.
php?
name=Reviews&rop=showcontent
&id=102

The enclosure stand is come with same color with the 
enclosure itself.

http://www.it-
serve.co.uk/poetry/Songs/dreamsof
caledonia.php

We are her sons and daughters; brothers, sisters too; The time
is come to stand up an ' make her dreams come true. Current 
News Friday, 7 April 2006

http://www.silentcities.co.uk/cemet
eryw/Warlincourt%20Halte
%20British%20Cemetery,
%20Saulty,%20Pas-de-Calais.htm

3. G. 2. April 1916 Now spring is come upon the hills in 
France, And all the trees are delicately fair, As heeding not 
the great guns ' voice, by chance Brought down the valley on 
a wandering air :...

http://www.proni.gov.uk/records/pr
ivate/greer.htm

Its wonderful the supply of food... UVF is come here I 
believe [ sic ]...

http://www.athelstane.co.uk/gmanf
enn/bn  yiplnd/bnyip01.htm

" Yes, yes; but I am glad you 're come, " she said. "

http://web.ukonline.co.uk/pbrooke/
a  %26r/gltexts/SRF

Might it not be that the time is come when the classical age 
based on space must give way to a new age based on rhythm?
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In any event, the transition will not be sudden.

http://www.windowsproject.demon
.co.uk/  publish/smoke/wpinfs47.ht
m

The vastness of the sky is now come down To the confines of
roofs in towns Where feet is obstructed and eye is shod By 
thoroughfares whose names they cannot read.

http://www.blythpower.co.uk/lyric
s  /Chevy/third.htm

Someone in the rookery sings out loud and obscure Farewell 
to arms say hello to the rookery Am I come near you I 'm 
really not sure

http://www.graigfarm.co.uk/dairy.h
tm

Take the milk of 12 cows in the morning and the evening 
cream of 12 cows, and pour into it 3 spoonfuls of rennet, and 
when it is come [ i.e. the curd ] break it, and whey it, and 
when it is well wheyed, break it again, and work into the curd
3lbs of fresh butter , and put it in your press , and turn it in 
the press for an hour , or more , and change the cloths , and 
wash them every time you change them. 

http://www.ardue.org.uk/library/bo
ok5/invasion.html

Kian, knowing that his end is come, begs to be allowed to 
change back into human form before he is slain. 

http://www.bowness.demon.co.uk/
haldane  .htm

The time is come when such books should be withdrawn. 

http://www.techniz.co.uk/modules.
php?
name=Reviews&rop=showcontent
&id=39

SST-FP52 EUDEMON Thermal Sensor This is also a good 
feature from the SST-FP52 EUDEMON which is come with 
3 set of Thermal Sensor and protecting with the tube.

http://www.sixthsensetheatrecomp
any.co.uk/professional_theatre.asp

Very professional performance, as we 're come to expect 
from Sixth Sense ". Kate Bews, Brinkworth Earl Danby 
Primary School on Toad 's Great Western Railway Adventure.

http://www.samoa.co.uk/books/hist
ory-of-samoa/history-of-samoa-
8.html

Animated by high patriotism the Germans living in Samoa do
not give up hope to see Samoa in the future under the German
flag. ' The Day is come at last.

http://www.nm-
cinemas.co.uk/films/albela.fhtml

But Sonia has not come to Malaga for a vacation, she is come
to search for her mothers grave.

http://www.monju.pwp.blueyonder
.co.uk/Diana.htm

For now we see through a glass darkly; but then (when that 
which is perfect is come) face to face. "

http://www.insuranceplace.co.uk/A
ccount-Bank-Business-Irish-
Opening.html

had been loaded with existed before the opening of the iron 
door and to they reveal that the banking activity of the 
colony, which East Spanish commercial tourism is come 
fundamentally from Andalusia, center of March 31, 2004.

http://www.thegoonshow.co.uk/scr
ipts/theflea.html

The case is come to Jim ' Thighs ' Moriarty. Minister without 
underpants, versus the British Crown, with underpants.

http://bubl.ac.uk/org/tacit/tac/tac09
/thegreat.htm

Autumn is c  ome to the Highlands.

http://www.techniz.co.uk/modules.
php?
name=Reviews&rop=showcontent
&id=96

The first component that we are going to view is the 120mm 
radiator. The 3R System WCL-02 120Cu radiator is come at 
purple color. 

http://www.ymss.org.uk/bb/index.p
hp?

Part Chimp - I Am Come ( Rock Action ) Autechre - Untilted
( Warp ) Saul Williams - s/t ( Wichita )
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action=vthread&forum=1&topic=4
84

http://www.giveusahome.co.uk/aus
tralian/snakes.htm

Here is come information about some common and distinct 
snakes found in Australia · Bandy Bandy snakes are very 
distinctive.

http://parsnip.palimpsest.org.uk/20
05/07/21/just-as-i-thought-things-
could-not-get-worse/

It is the letterbox, and my most recent short story success is 
surely come!

http://www.webchats.co.uk/chat_tr
anscript.php?
chatID=258&portalID=2

So they 're come into one hub and then out from there. /p p 
strong GP : Yes, Israel, and they 'll come through there and 
then to us.

http://www.whycycle.co.uk/safety-
lights.htm

Dynamos The dynamo is come of age!

http://www.bluetree.co.uk/wdlmso
ciety/research/russellhoban4.htm

" Do you think, Mr Blake - you do n't think he is com  e back 
again? ' "

http://www.ukmusicsearch.co.uk/r
e  views/  editors-the-back-room.asp

With dream shows at Glastonbury, the Eden Project and 
Reading and Leeds over the summer and their largest 
headline tour to date to be announced, EDITORS time is 
come.

http://www.gerald-
massey.org.uk/cooper/c_biog_3.ht
m

Or chanting the " Lion of Freedom, " which I have already 
alluded to,—the words of which were as follows : The Lion 
of Freedom is come from his den;

UkWaC – past perfect

http://www.dpjs.co.uk/moon.html The moon, following the same cycle and even appearing red 
on the horizon from time to time, was easily used to measure 
when a female was due on her cycle and therefore was come 
to be viewed as female itself. Some of the mythical stories 
explaining menstruation are fascinating. 

http://www.wwne.demon.co.uk/w
w2000/d00-57.htm

He said that decentralisation was an " idea whose time was 
come " and that the best way of testing demand for " home 
rule " would be a referendum. "

http://www.esbhhealth.nhs.uk/publ
ication  s/public_health/participatio
n.asp

‘I was just come out of a situation of domestic violence 
where I was living in before, and they offered me f*** all.

http://gfdl.marxists.org.uk/referenc
e/archive/sinclair-
upton/works/jungle/ch15.htm

There was another brief interval. Christmas was almost 
come; and because the snow still held, and the searching 
cold, morning after morning Jurgis hall carried his wife to her
post, staggering with her through the darkness; until at last, 
one night, came the end. 

http://www.customscowes.co.uk/1
749_1753.htm

...and this Deponent then told the said Matthews that he had 
an Information that run Goods were concealed in his House 
and that he was come to search for the same but the said 
Matthews standing with his back against the Door of the 
Room... 

http://gfdl.marxists.org.uk/referenc A trouble was co  me upon them. The veselija is a compact, a 
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e/archive/sinclair-
upton/works/jungle/ch01.htm

compact not expressed, but therefore only the more binding 
upon all.

http://www.voidspace.org.uk/voids
pace/gl  od.shtml

It came about then that an elf sought him out, the elfs name is
not recorded but it is of some note for this was the second age
of magic and the men and dwarves and elves did not consort 
with each other and tribes were come and the peoples 
scattered. 

http://www.hhrc.rca.ac.uk/plain/ev
ents/D  B  AChallenge/2001/index.ht
ml

" I could see myself using that all the year - something I 
cannot do with conventional parks. The idea was come in ".

http://www.stephen.j.murray.btinte
rnet.co  .uk/hereward.htm 

Then the monks of Peterborough heard say, that their own 
men would plunder the minster; namely Hereward and his 
gang : because they understood that the king had given the 
abbacy to a French abbot, whose name was Turold (of 
Fécamp) - that he was a very stern man, and was then come 
into Stamford with all his Frenchmen.

http://union.ic.ac.uk/scc/icsf/librar
y/fanzines/the_edge/the_edge_6.ht
m  l

They knew now why they were come, awakened early from 
the sleep of forgetfulness to the life of fear and loss.

http://www.adriangilbert.co.uk/doc
us/articles/hermtrad.html

And when evening was co  me, and the light of the sun was 
beginning to go down, I bade them all with one accord give 
thanks to God.

http://www.building-
history.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/Pri
mary/Inns/Coffee1.htm

...and at the South entrance of the Exchange uttered words to 
this effect, that he was come in the face of the Sun to 
proclaim James the third King of England, and that only he 
was heir.

http://linux.open.ac.uk/130/misc/n
ottag/spam-poetry.html

When I left, at nine oclock, she But, much too soon, we heard
the others laughing and talking, and When we were nearly 
come to the last round of the punch, I For a time - at all 
events until my book should be completed, which other dog 
but Jip;

http://www.bowness.demon.co.uk/
motyer5.htm

Thus.... when the people were come in great crowds to the 
feast of unleavened bread, on the eighth day of the month 
Xanthicus, and at the ninth hour of the night, so great a light 
shone round the altar and the holy house, that it appeared to 
be bright day time;

http://gfdl.marxists.org.uk/referenc
e/archive/sinclair-
upton/works/jungle/ch07.htm

Now the dreadful winter was come upon them.

http://www.tory.org.uk/popups/pri
nt.cfm?
obj_id=115859&type=print

The atmospherics were so electric that at times, I remember 
thinking that the roof of the building was come clean off. 

http://www.platform-
end.co.uk/html/jun2001.html

But now he had finally become a true MMEB fan :- ) After a 
few beer time was come to enter the tent, and as always in 
the front row.

http://www.sackman.co.uk/generic
/genre/cham.html 

Memories are fallow of a time before the ages of descent 
were come, when a depthed look of innocence broke the 
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glory of a less sullen world.

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/elphinstone
/kist/search/display.php?
dyou01.dat

She 'd reddish hair , and a high , skeugh nose, and a hand that
skelped her way through life; and if ever a soul had seen her 
at rest when the dark was done and the day was come he 'd 
died of the shock and never let on.

http://www.samoa.co.uk/books/So
uth
%2520Seas/RLS_South_Seas_Par
t11.html

FOR nearly ten years my health had been declining; and for 
some while before I set forth upon my voyage, I believed I 
was come to the afterpiece of life, and had only the nurse and
undertaker to expect.

http://www.manninghouse.co.uk/F
amilyTree/ReferenceBooks/Holma
ns.htm

all the spears; 8th Henry VIII., at that famous tournament 
which the King held for the honor of his sister Margaret 
Queen of Scotland, who was then come to London, he with 
the King himself the Duke of Suffolk and Nicholas Carew 
Ewq., answered all comers; 12th Henry VIII. he once more 
attended that King

http://www.ibogaine.co.uk/exp14.
htm

He told me not to get worried, he said that the time was 
merely come to just disappear smoothly and that he would 
remain to my sides, would help me so that everything will 
comfortably happen. 

http://www.neptunepinkfloyd.co.u
k/wiki/i  ndex.php/Richard_Wright_
EMI

The only new piece of equipment I did use was an Atari 
Radar 24-track digital hard-disc recorder, which was just 
come out when I 'd start working on the album. "

http://robertbuchanan.mysite.wana
doo-
members.co.uk/html/megblane.ht
ml

It seemed her time was come.

http://www.cronab.demon.co.uk/m
arg.htm

The COURIER belonged to the same owners with the 
MARGARET, and was come for guano.

http://www.aohg.org.uk/twww/ani
mals3.html

" I could set them hounds off in t'morning and I could be 
shouting, ' Try away up ' or if one was come out I would 
shout ' Hark! '

http://gfdl.marxists.org.uk/referenc
e/archive/sinclair-
upton/works/jungle/ch07.htm

Just so it was in Packingtown; the whole district braced itself 
for the struggle that was an agony, and those whose time was 
co  me died off in hordes.

http://www.casi.org.uk/discuss/20
01/msg00123.html

Even then , success will probably depend , not on capturing 
Baghdad in street-to-street fighting but on convincing Iraqi 
troops and Baath Party members that they have no future 
under Saddam and that the time was come to defect, they 
added. 

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.
uk/JFKepstein.htm

The third level of my criticism concerned the evidence itself, 
and this concerned the problem of when the Warren 
Commission was come - confronted with a very complex 
problem.

http://www.mountain-
portal.co.uk/text/everest/Evrst10.h
tm

There was in England, he explained, a sect which worshipped
mountains and they were come out to worship the highest 
mountain in the world.
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HAPPEN

BNC – present perfect

GYU And this is happened all over the country, each area are doing the 
same thing and all of this this er produce this declaration of intent and 
ask the, the head of the er council to put it to their members and get the
support of their members. 

S_interview_
oral_history

COCA – present perfect

Still ahead, we're going to take you -- we learned today what is happened to a lot of
the bodies that are getting collected.

SPOK
CNN_Coope
r

In view of this current issue that is happened in China, I think that that's very clear 
now

SPOK
CNN_King
Wknd

For viewers who are just waking up and wondering now what is happened, if you 
can kind of recap, and then also look ahead to tomorrow morning, the two important
events that are going to happen, both in federal court and also as what the county 
election board needs to do in Palm Beach County, to kind of figure out the how of... 

SPOK
CNN_SunM
orn

And I suddenly realized, '' What -- how is this happened? '' SPOK
Fox_Crier

I think that the Iraqi people will not accept that there is nothing happened. And 
what happened, it was Iraqi mistake.

SPOK
NPR_Sunday

So you're trying to prevent something which is already happened. SPOK
ABC_ThisW
eek

These things are just happened. Is there a way to file differently this April because 
of what's there-- something you need to know to file differently?

SPOK
CNN 
Newsroom

COCA – past perfect

I was just wondering what was happened. I didn't even know what was happening. SPOK
ABC_Turnin
g

They left their area because of Taliban, and many things were happened to them 
because of Taliban.

SPOK
NPR_Mornin
g

UkWac – present perfect

http://www.cpgb.org.uk/wor
ker/592/germany.htm

The German patient is being treated with some of that British miracle
medicine that worked such fantastic wonders in the 1980s and 90s : 
the health service opened up to privatisation; union power severely 
curtailed; wages held down; workers ' rights, benefits and pensions 
rolled back - all this is happened with incredible speed.

http://www.nivingstonhouse Actually, refused permission for online consumer low rates loan fast 

http://www.nivingstonhousehotel.co.uk/2005/09/25/loan-irwin/consumer-low-rates-loan-fast-details/
http://www.cpgb.org.uk/worker/592/germany.htm
http://www.cpgb.org.uk/worker/592/germany.htm


hotel.  co.uk/2005/09/25/loan
-irwin/consumer-low-rates-
loan-fast-details/

details, is not happened a lot of time.

http://www.malia.co.uk/foru
ms1/showthread.php?
goto=lastpost&t=12233

This is not GreeceMonkey trying to sensor anything, however we 
have no way of verifity what is happened and what has not 
happened with individuals.

http://www.selwyn.newham
.sch.uk/Class_rooms/KS2/4
W/4W.htm

He said, " All this is happened because of me. " As the ogre was 
crying, he noticed the tent was falling down.

http://www.bugs.bham.ac.u
k/forum/p  op_printer_friendl
y.asp?  TOPIC_ID=1636

But on the other hand if by watching you are observing what is 
happened then you may be able to help afterwards by talking to the 
police in your analogy or in this situation student unions to see what 
they want to do, and I imagine this is what the NUS delegates and 
national exec were doing here.

http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/
ccp4bb/2002/msg01716.ht
ml

Thanks, Rongsheng First - if this is happened your spacegroup is not
P21212 - it is P21 with an NCS axis relating the two protein 
molecules.. 

http://www.red-star-
research.org.uk/rpm/deathsi
ncustody.html

I think what is happened is that with the state being so determined 
not to prosecute when someone is killed in police custody then some 
people involved around deaths in custody have concentrated too 
much on trying to reform the inquest system and have lost sight of 
the facts that these police officers have murdered people. 

http://www.lifes4living.co.u
k/comm10body.htm

You will not see a message about this - to check if it is happened : 
Select ' Call ' at the top of the NetMeeting screen.

http://www.paulholmes.org.
uk/page68.html

At best, such reforms can cut inefficiency and raise productivity but 
they can also diminish the quality of service as is currently happened
in the DWP.

http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/p
lanning/articles21/cyber2.ht
m

Although book stores can be replaced by bit store, museum reading 
rooms and library stacks and catalogues replaced by servers, galleries
replaced by virtual museum, theatre replaced by entertainment 
infrastructures, schools replaced by virtual campuses, it is not 
happened yet. 

UkWaC – past perfect

https://www.abdn.ac.uk/ims
/staff/details.php?id=h.xu

Mechanism of BRB breakdown during inflammation : We showed 
that breakdown of BRB during EAU was only happened in the 
venules and post-capillary venules but not the arterioles. 

http://www.kavkaz.org.uk/e
ng/content/2006/06/04/4737
.shtml

Rahmatullah Raufi also rejected this claim of Taliban and said no 
such incident was happened there, adding that karzai and occupation
forces conduction operations in Mubeen village of Shah Joi district 
today ( Sunday ), killing four Taliban fighters and injured three 
others.

REMAIN

UkWaC – present perfect

http://rapnews.co.uk/?p=814 The identity of a person wearing a gas mask is remained 

http://rapnews.co.uk/?p=814
http://www.kavkaz.org.uk/eng/content/2006/06/04/4737.shtml
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hidden ' cause you don˘t know what lies beneath.

http://www.cest.org.uk/insurance/
ny_health_insurance_company.ht
ml

Welfare reform is remained unchanged in cheap england car 
insurance we will use ny health insurance company ways to 
use. 

http://www.20six.co.uk/dervish On arriving in Veer 's village she finds out that Veer 's parents 
have passed away several years ago and Veer is remained 
confined in the hearts of proud villagers as their brave son. 

http://www.pubworld.co.uk/pubta
lk/topic.shtml?
forum=chat&topic=2487            

Sep 2006 From my experience any pub-crawls usually start in 
promising fashion and then halt abruptly as soon as the party 
reaches a decent boozer, a boozer which is remained in until 
closing time. 

UkWaC – past perfect

http://www.fashionunited.co.uk/n
ews/mulberry.htm

The Group also reported an operating profit of GBP133,000 as 
opposed to its operating loss of GBP414,000 in the same period
last year. Store sales were remained static at GBP12.1 million 
with like-for-like sales at UK stores up by 7 %. 

INCREASE

BNC – increase (passive)

A) time adverbial

A02 In recognition of the importance of our work, I am pleased to report that our Central 
Government grant was increased last year to 140,00 with guaranteed funding for the next 
three years.

A11 The initial order for sixty Class 319 units was soon increased to eighty-six. Later in 1988 
these units began to be joined north of the Thames by similar (but AC current only) units of 
Class 321 for use on Cambridge and Northampton services for which sixty-eight units were 
authorised, together with a further five similar Class 322 units for the Stansted Airport link.

A4K BEVINS and PETER TORDAY THE RAW political pressure for an early decision to join 
the European exchange rate mechanism (ERM) was increased at Blackpool yesterday by a 
coincidental pincer movement headed by Michael Heseltine and the Daily Mail.

A6X Last year it was increased by 20 per cent across the three engine capacity bands -- double 
the inflation rate.

ABF In 1989 500m roubles was allocated to basic research ; earlier this year, overall finance for 
science was increased by 30%.

ALY The English expectation of life, in the 1880s, was only 43.7 years -- by 1940 this had 
become 60.2 and increasing with the advancement in medical care -- and between 1870 and 
1900, the British Empire was increased territorially by a half and its population by a third.

ALY During 1950, as much as two thousand million dollars were contributed, and that amount 
was increased eight times in the next ten years.

A2V Fragile Footsie plunges to a ten-week low By DEREK PAIN SHARES shuddered yesterday 
as interest rates were increased by one percentage point.

http://www.fashionunited.co.uk/news/mulberry.htm
http://www.fashionunited.co.uk/news/mulberry.htm
http://www.pubworld.co.uk/pubtalk/topic.shtml?forum=chat&topic=2487%20%20
http://www.pubworld.co.uk/pubtalk/topic.shtml?forum=chat&topic=2487%20%20
http://www.pubworld.co.uk/pubtalk/topic.shtml?forum=chat&topic=2487%20%20
http://www.20six.co.uk/dervish
http://www.cest.org.uk/insurance/ny_health_insurance_company.html
http://www.cest.org.uk/insurance/ny_health_insurance_company.html
http://www.cest.org.uk/insurance/ny_health_insurance_company.html


B16 In 1986, the sample size was increased to 3100 ; 

B13 When this room became available both Sunday Schools met at 3.00 pm . In 1918 the sexton 
's salary was increa  sed to 10 a year. 

AP5 In April 1991 the weekly basic state pension for a single person was £52.00, and for a 
married couple £83.25. The state pension is increased annually in line with the retail price 
index.

A5S  INCOME support was increased this week for pensioners aged 75 and above, or 60 plus 
and disabled.

B0L In 1950 the two Third Division sections were increased to twenty-four clubs each and in 
1958 were replaced by the present Third and Fourth Divisions.

AM
Y

In 1941 membership slumped to 120 men, but rather more ladies ; and despite the War, 
advertisements for members appeared and the Club still employed a caddie master, Jim 
Wetton, whose wage was increased.

AM
C

A total output of about 25,000 army and air force decrypts per month from Hut 6 was 
increased to about 48,000 each month between the autumn of 1943 and the end of the war.

B) modality

A0C According to Har Govind, a former chief commissioner of income tax, the existing limit of 
40% will be increased to 51% under industrial legislation put before the Indian Parliament 
last month.

A0C It has also set out some rules about which menu items can or can not be increased in price.

A0
W

Whenever all the reps are completed with some strength still in reserve, then the weight 
should be increased, never the reps.

A0
W

Dumb-bell/barbell kits are inexpensive to buy, and as you become stronger the poundage of 
the kit can be increased by purchasing additional discs.

A0
W

Repetitions for calves and forearms can be increased to sets of 15 because they are 
composed of denser, more resilient muscle fibres and the need to be worked harder.

A0
W

The weights used should be increased once 3 sets of 10 repetitions have been achieved so 
as to make the weight training progressive.

A10 Age Concern believes that the work of community health councils should be expanded and 
better funded, and that membership of voluntary organisations on CHCs should be 
increased, with the interests of elderly people represented.

A15 Basic capacity is 70 litres but this can be increased by 20 litres using the extendible lid ; 
side pockets add another 10 litres to give a maximum of 100 litres.

A1E The directors recommended that the dividend payout to shareholders should be increased 
by 25 per cent to 7.5p a share which was widely regarded as a move designed to ward off a 
takeover bid.

A2A If we allow public spending to grow consistently faster than growth in output, then either 
public borrowing has to be increased or taxation, ' he said during a debate on the policy 
review report Economic Equality.

A3T Mr Stephen Campbell (letters, 5 October) asks if he is alone in thinking that personal injury 
awards should be increased in relation to libel awards rather than the other way round.

A43 Drilling will establish whether reserves of 1m ounces can be increased.



A5S Age Concern has written to Tony Newton, Secretary of State for Social Security, calling for 
state retirement pensions to be increased substantially so that the real value is maintained.

A5S From 1 November, the return on the bonds will be increased from 10.0 per cent payable at 
the end of the 12-month term to 11.5 per cent.

A69 It is a method of fulfilling a deep desire of the public to be deceived by the politician into 
thinking that public expenditure can be increased faster than the national income is 
increased without their noticing any diminution of their own rate of increase in purchasing 
power and standard of living. 

A6F The 1989 policy review has made it clear that complete renationalization of privatized 
industries will not be a high priority for a future Labour government, that direct taxation 
will not be increased for those on average and slightly above average incomes, and that it is
` concerned ' about law and order.

A75 The anxieties associated with a journey and the change of routine can cause a general sense 
of fatigue which will often be increased by loss of sleep as a result of the timing of the 
journey. 

A79 Where the fire-resistance of a cast-iron member must be increased, it is no longer necessary
to apply protective materials which conceal the shape and ` character ' of the components.

A8
W

The number of reservists will be increased from 28,400 to 40,000, while defence spending 
in 1990 is set to rise by 2.8 per cent.

A96 Court staffing levels would be increased by 400 in the next financial year and an extra £2 
million had been allocated to the court service for this financial year. 

AA5 THE Social Fund budget is to be increased by 3 million to increase allocations to 100 
offices where applications have been higher than expected, Mr Tony Newton Social Security
Secretary, announced in a written answer.

AA5 Mr Newton also announced that the amount of savings elderly people may have before cold 
weather payments are reduced will be increased to 1,000.

AA
C

The maximum fine in magistrates ' courts will be increased from 400 to 1,000. 

AA
G

The Agriculture and Food Research Council reckon cereal yields could be increased by 
another 25 per cent this century, freeing even more land.

AA
N

Two days ago the organisers of the NM English Open, to be played from August 16-19 at 
The Belfry, announced that their prize money would be increased from 250,000 to 400,000.

ABF The belated correction: investment in agriculture will be increased by 30% ; curbs on the 
money supply will be relaxed;

AB
U

The prize, however, was that the whole working population would have a pension of their 
own Personal savings would be increased and personal commitment improved.

AC
H

Britain, including the nationalization of the banks and the extension of credit to consumers 
in order that demand could be increased and that the economy would revive.

AC
X

It can be increased by seed or by careful division.

AD0 Consider what you could eat more of, as well as what you should cut down on. Could your 
consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables be increased?

AD
X

Paul Klee found that if any path other than a straight line is offered between two nodes, the 
stress can be increased.



AH
N

We will be looking at the new MPs to see if the numbers can be further increased.

AJ3 Organisers are seeking a Royal patron for the event and have formed a charity to raise 
100,000, which they hope will be increased by grants from the Sports Council and private 
business.

AJX In particular, it called for a pension equal to `a substantial percentage of the national average
wage ' and which should be increased annually in line with earnings or prices, whichever is 
the higher.

AK8 The company confirmed last week that it was providing 10 nurses and two doctors at the 
Wolds and that the staffing arrangements could be increased or reduced according to 
demand.

AK
D

Paris is below its historic high, there are no further elections until 1993 and there will be 
increased liquidity from the new Plans d'Epargne.

AK
Y

My enthusiasm for that outcome will be increased with every hospital that becomes a 
market-orientated trust, every school which becomes self-governing and effectively 
selective, every Muslim family which is divided by arbitrary immigration regulations and 
every youth who is driven to sleep in a shop doorway. 

ALF It can be argued that forestry production in Europe must be increased considerably in the 
coming decades.

ALL The domestic sweet-ration was to be increased by a quarter ounce to help the thousands of 
war-widows the Government thought `were gainfully employed ' in running the myriad 
sweetie-shops of the Second City of a battered Empire.

ALN If the two sides (jobs and training) of the human resource equation could be brought into 
closer relationship with each other, not only would the contribution of available personnel, 
including paraprofessional staff, staff, be maximized but opportunities for career mobility 
and social and economic opportunity would be increased. 

AL
W

On the academic side, NCS wants the funds to be increased.

AL
W

With this in mind, it was agreed that the staff of Sales and Promotion Department should be 
increased by one.

AM
5

Lengths generally start at about 5m (15ft 6in), and can be increased by adding extra 
modules to the side walls of the building.

AM
N

In the case of the Watford and Foxton Locks, the line of ascent would be longer than in the 
sample, say, by only 1 min. and 4 minutes respectively : and the cost of the works would be 
increased only by the cost of increased lengths of slopes or inclines ; 

AM
W

NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY SURCHARGES ONCE YOU HAVE MADE YOU 
BOOKING AND PAID A DEPOSIT, THEN THE COST OF YOUR HOLIDAY CAN NOT 
BE INCREASED

AM
W

Whilst we reserve the right to increase or decrease brochure prices at any time, the price of 
your holiday as shown on your Holiday Details Form and will not be increased unless you 
amend your booking after it is issued.

AM
Y

It further reported that membership was over 100 and when it reached 150, subscriptions 
would be increased. 

AN0 ' As more money became available and the number of codebreakers could be increased 
GCCS managed to penetrate all the really important codes of Britain 's friends and foes alike



during the inter-war years.

AN9 If the public could be persuaded to accept the lowest-level nuclear waste in their backyard, 
then maybe the stakes could be increased .

AP6 Taxation on petrol need not necessarily be increased, but anti-social devices such as 
cigarettes and Australian soaps will be taxed out of sight.

APE On the other hand, the effect of live broadcasting will be increased now that it is being done
on Wednesdays as well.

APH To the extent that this identification is more likely to be made when the stimulus in question 
is already capable of activating a detailed representation, the likelihood of a vigorous CR 
may be increased.

APK On the other hand if the subject 's contrast is very high the dilution of Rodinal can be 
increased to 1:75 or more to fully develop the negative without over-developing the 
highlight areas.

AR
H

Male contacts of women with trichomonal vaginitis can be shown to harbour the organism 
in a certain proportion of cases, and this proportion can be increased if extra care and time 
is taken looking for the protozoon.

ARS If the population of burrowing earthworms could be increased five-fold (and there is no 
reason why it should not), the natural improvement in soil structure and fertility could 
transform the productivity of our land and save us enormous expense.

AS7 It was decided that by clearing the people and turning the land over to Lowland sheep 
farmers, income would be much increased.

AT8 To meet the level of demand likely in the year 2000, imports from Mexico will be 
considerably increased but, with exports from the North Sea declining, higher dependence 
on the OPEC countries is unavoidable.

AYK Once you have learned to relax your mind in this way, your mental ability will be 
increased.

AYP Guaranteed premiums Once your policy has been issued, we guarantee that your monthly 
premium will not be increased at any time, even after you receive your payout.

AYP If you find your new sum insured is not adequate, please let us know so that it can be 
increased to a more appropriate amount.

AYP If you find your sum insured is not adequate, please let us know so that it can be increased. 

AYP Once you are a policyholder, premiums will not be increased on account of age or the 
number of claims made.

AYP ...sale of practice or share can use existing or new pension plan from anymajor insurance 
company if lump sum from your present pension plan will not be enough to repay loan, size 
of your plan can be increased takes full advantage of valuable tax concessions.

B01 Older people are delighted when organisations urge that pensions should be increased, so 
that pensioners might be ` first-class citizens '.

B02 It could be argued convincingly, for instance, that the nature conservation interest (perhaps 
also the landscape appeal) would be increased considerably if large expanses of the uplands
were not exploited for agriculture (nor forestry).

B02 The consultation period on agricultural proposals should be increased from 1 to 3 months. 

B02 The obligatory consultation period for prior approval from National Park Authorities for 
agricultural proposals attracting grant aid in National Parks should be increased from 1 



month to a maximum of 3 months in order to give NPAs a more reasonable time for an 
assessment of the proposal 's implications and to take specialist advice.

B0A The idea of increasing the diameter in waterwheels was that the number of ` buckets ' could 
be increased and so the bigger the wheel the more power was generated.

B0K At the same time, milk yields had to be substantially increased and sustainable and the 
scene was set for a revolution in breeding and for the development of most of the modern 
breeds.

ABJ Some Tory MPs feel the discount is not large enough : after consultation, it may be 
increased. 

B1D If the Inland Revenue and the Admiralty were to be included, the site would have to be 
greatly increased, and other localities should be considered.

B0X As free fatty acids are the precursors of synthesis of triglyceride for incorporation into 
VLDL in the liver, it is not surprising that VLDL-triglyceride turnover may be increased in 
diabetics (Nikkila & Kekki, 1973).

B1D Treasury was reaching a settlement, and on 16th March it was finally agreed that the five 
political departments should be increased to six, and a new class of assistant clerks should 
be appointed

C) conditional

A0
M

This distance is further increased should you first need to step in order to close range 
slightly.

A0
W

When you also have the option of adjusting the angle of the bench the range of exercises is 
greatly increased, and it is then possible to develop different parts of muscles much more 
easily. 

A0Y If there are more than 2 people, the threshold for help is increased by 52 for each extra 
person.

A75 If we have recently lost sleep (after a week of trying to sleep in the daytime, for example) or
have been awake for an unusually long time, then the amount of deep sleep is increased but 
it is still concentrated in the earlier part of sleep.

B0
W

They showed not only that for most elderly people the costs of community care were 
considerably lower than those of institutional care (and that home care would therefore 
remain cost-effective for many even if service provision were greatly increased, when the 
alternative was admission to an institution), but also that community care was not 
necessarily cheaper, and and that there were some elderly people for whom institutional care
would be less expensive...

AN1 The intensity of the potency, determined by the quantity of dose given, is also regulated to 
the optimum especially if the doses are increased progressively as is suggested e.g. an extra
5ml spoonful each week.

D) by-construction

A0
M

Furthermore, if your level of aggression is increased by drugs, you may very well prove to 
be a danger to the opponent and lose anyway!

A0X Sensitivity is incre  ased by reducing the sandwich thickness which can be adjusted to suit 
after gluing, but not too thin or the short grain will crack.

A53 His acute political and personal crisis was increased by a direct attack from Michael 



Heseltine, who said the Chancellor 's attempts to shrug off the trade deficit smacked of ` 
socialist naivety '.

AB
H

The political effect is increased by tasty rumours that the children of senior officials are 
among those detained.

AE7 Mutations occur mainly, but not exclusively, when the DNA is replicating ; their frequency 
is increased by agents (in particular, highly reactive chemical substances) which interfere 
with the replication process.

AE9 Even before this the six villages which had by long established custom sent representatives 
to the Salcey swanimotes were increased to forty-two, by an arbitrary re-imposition of the 
medieval bounds.

AM
5

Within the permitted development rules for home extensions, this means no permission is 
needed, so long as adding the garage does n't result in the volume of the house being 
increased by more than the permitted development allowance.

APX Strength, resistance to strain and resistance to damage-in-use were increased by factors of 
10 and more.

AR0 Enormous archways provided the entrances and the total bulk was increased by a hotel.

B0X Lowering total dietary fat while increasing the percentage of polyunsaturated fat is believed 
to beneficially influence blood pressures via linoleic acid which is increased by such 
dietary manipulation.

B0X However, it would appear that serum triglyceride levels are significantly increased by 
thiazide diuretics in normolipaemic Type 2 diabetics, whereas in those formerly 
hyperlipidaemic there is only a minor increase ( Gill et al , 1984 ; Pacy et al , 1984 a ).

B0X The effect of obesity was considered but, although mean levels of triglyceride were 
increased by 28 per cent in obese subjects, the levels were still increased in lean diabetics 
with macrovascular disease compared to lean controls.

B12 Government deficits were also increased by a number of internal and regional factors.

B11 My interest in China was increased from time to time by my acquaintance with a Cantonese
who operated a shoe repair shop on the High Street.

APV By agitation the rate of uptake of soluble residues is increased .

AD
X

The perimeter can be increased further by superimposing equilateral triangles on the prongs
of the star.

E) time clause

ACR That brings in another advantage -- the period when you can inject is increased, as soil 
damage and compaction are greatly reduced. `

AJ6 And he said there were no grounds for overturning Sir Bryan 's ` sensible ' decision until the 
fund was increased.

B0X All these prevalence rates were strikingly increased when compared to matched non-
diabetic controls except that of hypercholesterolaemia in males.

AC9 The signal is plotted as the temperature of the sample is increased, up to 500C typically, 
and the output is referred to as a glow curve (fig. 7.10).

ASL As the dose of X-rays was increased, so the pattern of additional digits changed from 4, 3, 2
to 3, 2 to 2.

AD7 In typical Piggott fashion the pace was steadily increased, until three furlongs out 



Commanche Run was going for all he was worth, closely pursued by Shernazar and 
Baynoun, with Alphabatim and Crazy close enough if good enough.

AD2 As the minority population became more vociferous in its demands and more openly 
nationalist and republican, the stature of Paisley in the loyalist camp was proportionately 
increased because Protestants looked back at what he had been saying in the early days of 
O'Neill 's reign and saw that ` he had been right all along ' . They could see that there was no
satisfying the Catholics .

AS0 As she progressed, she began to learn how to correct her balance when she was displaced by
the physiotherapist, so that her confidence in her balance on her left leg was increased.

APH It is apparent that the aversion developed only poorly with an exposure-test interval of 3.5 h 
but that conditioning proceeded more readily (latent inhibition was attenuated although not 
abolished) when the interval was increased.

F) co-ordination

A11 Train loadings were increased and unit costs reduced.

AD
X

The stress between the dots is increased or charged, and becomes a useful method of 
bringing attention to a pair.

B11 Our war efforts over the air were strengthened and increased : I wrote and produced a 
series of dramatic features to bring home to listeners the horrors of the Nazi blitz on London
and to build up and <corr> emphasize </corr> the importance of Winston Churchill 's 
leadership.

B14  In ordinary breathing droplets are projected 150 to 180 cm into the atmosphere and the 
distance is increased during talking, coughing and sneezing.

AR5 age and may have picked up some very bad habits, so it is important that very basic training 
begins at eight weeks, and is increased in very gradual stages .

A37 Earnings per share dipped to 1.92p from 4.79p, but the interim dividend was increased from 
0.44p to 0.48p.

AN
M

Vitamin A is alternatively found in carrots, margarine, dairy products, eggs, green 
vegetables, tomatoes, etc. and iron intake can be maintained or increased by eating lean red 
meat, meat products, fortified breakfast cereals, bread and vegetables.

B0P It is usually stopped from six to fifteen inches from the hook, but this can be increased or 
decreased for special situations that demand either a longer or shorter tail.

I) adverb. clause of purpose

A19 To convert it to a fluxgate transducer, the excitation is increased so as to force the core into 
saturation on alternate peaks.

G) subjunctive

AH
U

The Australian captain also suggested that the number of umpires be increased from two to 
three, though only two would be on the pitch at one time . He argued : ` Three men, each 
standing for two 

H) context

ABF Most duties were raised in line with inflation ; those on spirits and (non-pipe) tobacco were 
increased by 10% . These increases will add half a percentage point to the inflation rate.



AE6 The official resolution said in reply that the gracefulness of his welcome was only 
increased because he ` did not belong to any of the Free Churches;

B02 Guidance premia are payable (as in the UK) for agreed development plans and are 
increased by 30% in the LFA providing the beneficiary has more than 0.5 livestock units 
per forage hectare.

A69 It is a method of fulfilling a deep desire of the public to be deceived by the politician into 
thinking that public expenditure can be increased faster than the national income is 
increased without their noticing any diminution of their own rate of increase in purchasing 
power and standard of living.

B09 The fare for most of those years until 1939 was 6d (2p), although it was increased to 9d 
when the tour was extended to Clifton Drive in 1932.

AE9 Their emoluments were increased in accordance with their rank and dignity, but their 
offices were of course sinecures : the execution of Crown policy had long passed into the 
hands of the Surveyors-General of Woods and Forests. 

AN
R

The figure originally proposed by the Senate commission which had been established to 
consider the matter was 12,000,000 francs, but under pressure from one of the Emperor 's 
oldest and most loyal supporters, the Duc de Persigny, the sum was increased to 
25,000,000. 

AE9 Under the new regime the farms paid by the wardens and foresters of fee of the New Forest, 
the Forest of Dean and the forests between Oxford and Stamford bridges were substantially 
increased.

A7
W

' The auditors say that the Treasury originally gave the go- ahead in 1982, authorising £1.95 
million on research. This was increased to £3.95 million to cover additional safety 
requirements. 

AB
A

Subsequent Cabinet and Service Department screening in Whitehall reduced the figure to 
£4,700 million which was the most that the Treasury believed the economy could bear 
without being put on to a war footing. At the same time National Service was increased 
from eighteen months to two years.

B12 In Zimbabwe, black teachers ' pay was increased at independence to the levels paid to 
white teachers. Certainly they are much better off compared with teachers in, for example, 
Malawi or Zambia. 

AYP Paragraphs 1-13 of this Section Under the heading CLAIMS SETTLEMENT UNDER 
PART 2, Legal & General 's limit of liability is increased from £500,000 to £1,000,000. 

AJU First, the pressure on the television news programmes to produce news -- more news, and 
more exciting news -- is hugely increased . And second, the supply of genuine news about 
British politics dries up almost completely.

A6L It 's interesting that if you have a machine wrapping biscuits at 50 a minute and it is 
increased to 70 a minute, the operators who have been doing it at 50 find it very difficult to 
adapt, but the new operators who come in at 70 cope with it easily. 

A8X  Although the association recommends acceptance, its leaders are sceptical that the 5,000 
members will agree, and disappointed that the offer was not increased to 10 per cent during
22 hours of talks.

B1E ...including the incorporation of grass strips in cultivated maize fields and mulching with 
leaf litter from undisturbed forest, showed that the latter was particularly effective and 
reduced erosion by more than 90 per cent while, due to the nutrient input, productivity was 
increased by c. 30 per cent.



BNC

A6W The extra doors are neatly grafted onto the existing Vitara shell. Called the 
Nomade, the newcomer sits on a stretched 98ins wheelbase and stands 16in 
longer than the original vehicle with an overall length of 156ins. Standard 
Vitara width of 64ins remains unchanged, but height is increased slightly to 
67ins. Despite the extra size and weight of the new body, Suzuki has decided 
to retain the Vitara 's existing sohc 16-valve engine with EFi, which, in 
Japanese tune, pumps out 100bhp at 6000rpm. 

W_pop_lo
re 

A7G Thanks to two drugs developed from natural alkaloids in a Madagascan plant, 
the Rosy Periwinkle, the chances of recovering from childhood leukaemia and
several other cancers are now greatly increased.

W_misc 

ACR It involves only small changes to existing slurry disposal practices, the chief 
one being that slurry is applied through injectors rather than through a 
discharge nozzle. However it still causes as much damage to the ground as 
conventional spreading and the heavier tractor needed to pull the injector may
mean that damage to the ground is increased.

W_pop_lo
re

ALP He suggests that their orientation is towards the perceived therapeutic needs 
of the patient rather than their legal rights.This does not mean that legal rights 
are entirely ignored, but it does mean the scope for making decisions 
primarily based on illness is increased. Sheppard (1990) has described a ` 
mental health orientation ' in section assessments, with which the behaviour of
these GPs is consistent.

W_ac_soc
_science 

AYP In future, the amount which you have to pay will be limited to a maximum of 
£500. 3. In view of the increasingly high awards being made by the Courts, 
cover under the Property Owners Liability Section of your policy is increased
from £250,000 to £500,000.

W_misc 

AYP The premium rate for Caravans is now £1.25 per £100 of insurance, and the 
rate for Small Craft is £2.00 for each £100 of insurance. The minimum 
premium for each Section is increased to £15.

W_misc 

AYP The Buildings rate per £1000 sum insured is increased by 20p. For the 
reasons outlined below, we have had to raise our Contents premiums in 
certain areas of the country. 

W_misc 

B0X The effect of obesity was considered but, although mean levels of triglyceride 
were increased by 28 per cent in obese subjects, the levels were still 
increased in lean diabetics with macrovascular disease compared to lean 
controls.

W_ac_me
dicine 

B0X aggregation both mediated by lipid peroxides could contribute to thrombosis 
on atheromatous plaques. Increased thromboxane A 2 production may also 
contribute to thrombogenesis in atherosclerotic vessels. Thus platelet 
thromboxane A 2 production (measured as the stable degradation form 
thromboxane B 2) is increased in patients with arterial or venous thrombosis 
( Lagarde & Dechavanne, 1977) and myocardial infarction ( Szczeklik

W_ac_me
dicine 

B0X However, in the study of Halushka et al ( 1981 b ) thromboxane generation 
appeared to be increased in diabetics without complications, and evidence of 
increased thromboxane generation comes from studies using experimental 
animals, for instance the spontaneously diabetic BB-Wistar rat ( Subbiah & 

W_ac_me
dicine 



Deitemeyer, 1980 ) and the streptozotocin diabetic rat ( Johnson et al, 1980 ). 

B0X the diabetic diet have changed radically, the importance of the regularity of 
meals and snacks is as important as ever for the patient on intermittent 
injections of insulin. Now that the aim is to keep the young diabetic 's blood 
glucose in single figures as much as possible, the risk of hypoglycaemia is 
increased and there is much less latitude for missing breakfast after a late 
night or delaying a meal. This is probably one of the most difficult factors for 
the young diabetic to accept and undoubtedly a great advantage of continuous 
subcutaneous insulin infusion is that it permits the

W_ac_me
dicine 

B1E in relation to nitrogen and phosphorus, than older leaves and slashing usually 
occurs only after the re-establishment of a root mat which helps to bind 
nutrients that would otherwise be lost via leaching. Secondly, the persistence 
of a canopy enhances the interception of nutrients from precipitation. For the 
longer term, Unruh also suggests that the persistence of useful species will be 
enhanced because their seed banks in the soil are increased; thus in the 
subsequent swidden-fallow cycle the abundance of such species will increase 
spontaneously.

W_ac_soc
_science 

ALV Interox has manufacturing sites in many parts of the world, with capacity 
currently being increased in Belgium, Spain, Thailand, the US and UK. 
Interox was also planning a new 50 000 tonne pa hydrogen peroxide plant 

W_non_a
c_nat_scie
nce 

ALV taking a shareholding in Laporte. Interox has manufacturing sites in many 
parts of the world, with capacity currently being increased in Belgium, 
Spain, Thailand, the US and UK. Interox was also planning a new 50 000 
tonne pa hydrogen peroxide plant

AP5 The state pension is increased annually in line with the retail price index.

A19 Results showed that as pressure   was increased  , critical temperature of the 
material dropped dramatically, a behaviour opposite to that predicted.

A75 However, growth hormone, like other hormones, is released in a series of 
short bursts and it is the frequency of these that is increased just after sleep 
onset ( see fig. 3.2 ).

A0W Sit-ups, crunches, leg raises and knee tucks are all possible on this simple 
piece of equipment, and as the stomach muscles become stronger the angle of 
incline is increased so as to bring gravity into play.

W_misc 

AHU Top athletes, but not the general public, should exercise at their maximum 
heart rate level for at least 20 to 60 minutes each session. Where a programme
calls for aerobic work, weight training should not be considered an aerobic 
exercise. The paper also noted, using the 1978 study as a base, that training at 
60 to 90 per cent of maximum heart rate for 20 to 60 minutes was increased 
from a minimum of 15 minutes, and intensity levels were raised by 15 to 30 
per cent. 

W_newsp
_brdsht_n
at_misc

B09 Technical improvements to the riding qualities of the OMO cars, followed the 
replacement of the traditional steel springs by rubber suspension. The 
lengthened car bodies had reduced tyre-life from the normal 100,000 miles to 
60,000 miles. With rubber suspension, tyre life was increased to a minimum 
of 150,000 miles! The first with improved riding qualities was car 10, which 
was painted in a new red-and-cream livery in 1975. All the cars adopted this 
livery, 

W_non_a
c_humanit
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B0X Hypertriglyceridaemia was well represented with a marked increase in Type 
2b, the type with combined hyperlipidaemia, at 24 per cent compared to 2 per 
cent in the control group. Type 4 hyperlipidaemia, representing mainly 
hypertriglyceridaemia, was also increased at 18 per cent in the diabetics 
compared to 10 per cent in controls. Although other types of hyperlipidaemia 
were not identified in this study, primary hyperlipidaemia, for example, Type 
5.

W_ac_me
dicine

AR7 The body is normally able to control the balance of cholesterol, by producing 
more if the intake is low or less if the intake is increased. 

W_pop_lo
re

B06 working quite vigorously ( see Fig. 21 ). You can apply the oil to the buttocks 
if you like, but if you find vigorous massage too awkward to carry out here, 
there is no need to worry. In most cases, working on the legs and thighs alone 
shifts cellulite from the surrounding areas because lymphatic drainage is very 
much increased all-round.

W_misc

B0X Although endothelial replication is increased in response to hypertension or 
hyperlipidaemia ( Florentin et al, 1969 ; Schwartz et al, 1980 ), this does not 
necessarily imply that the arterial intima is denuded of endothelium.

W_ac_me
dicine

A0W The routine sheets should be filled in each week or whenever the weight is 
increased.

ACR, But cereal growers adopting the integrated control approach must appreciate 
that input costs are increased and a high degree of management is needed if 
the best results are to be achieved, ' he adds.

AT8 At a ` self-sufficiency ' level of production this   is increased to between 21 
and 79 years. Production from the North Sea is likely to peak either in 1985 or
1986, plateau, then curve downwards towards the end of the 1980s. 

W_comm
erce


